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DECLARATION FOR THE RECORD OF DECISION

SITE NAME AND LOCATION
E P « « l

Fort Wayne Reduction IlllllllIIll
Fort Wayne, Indiana ™"555

STATEMENT OF BASIS AND PURPOSE

This decision document represents the selected remedial action for the
Fort Wayne Reduction site developed in accordance with the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), as
amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986
(SARA) and, to the extent practicable, the National Oil and Hazardous
Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP).

This decision is based upon the contents of the administrative record for
the Fort Wayne Reduction site. The attached index identifies the items
which comprise the administrative record upon which the selection of a
remedial action is based.

The State of Indiana, through the Department of Environmental Management,
concurs with the selected remedy.

DESCRIPTION OF THE REMEDY

This final remedy addresses the contamination present at the site by
eliminating, reducing or controlling the risks posed by the site through
treatment, and engineering and institutional controls.

The major components of the selected remedy include:

o Excavate the area defined as Area C in the western portion
of the site to remove an estimated 4,600 drums containing
liquids.

o Incinerate drum contents.

o Reconsolidate the soils and waste excavated during the drum
removal.

0 Install and maintain a groundwater collection system on the
western portion of the site to protect the Maumee River from
the migration of contaminated groundwater into the Maumee
river at unprotective levels.

0 Provide for the removal of contaminants from the collected
groundwater through treatment, if necessary.



o Install and maintain a soil cover compliant with the
"hybrid" closure requirements outlined in the Record of
Decision Summary on the western portion of the site.

0 Install and maintain a soil cover compliant with Indiana
Subtitle D - solid waste landfill closure requirements over
the eastern portion of the site to prevent erosion that
could result in a direct contact threat, or washout of the
wastes into the Maumee River.

0 Monitor groundwater on the eastern portion of the site to
ensure that any contaminants present do not pose a threat to
the Maumee River in the future.

0 Install and maintain a fence around the site, except along
the river, to protect the soil covers and restrict public
access to the site.

0 Limit both present and future use of the site and limit the
installation of wells on the site, through deed
restrictions.

o Provide and maintain flood protection measures for that
portion of the site within the 100-year floodplain.

o Compensate for any loss of wetlands due to remedy
construction by enhancing an on-site wetland.

DECLARATION

The selected remedy is protective of human health and the environment,
attains Federal and State requirements that are applicable or relevant
and appropriate to the remedial action, and is cost-effective. This
remedy satisfies the statutory preference for remedies that employ
treatment that reduces toxicity, mobility or volume as a principal
element, and utilizes permanent solutions and alternative treatment (or
resource recovery) technologies to the maximum extent practicable.

Because this remedy will result in hazardous substances remaining on-site
above health-based levels, a review will be conducted no less often than
every 5 years after commencement of remedial action to ensure that the
remedy continues to provide adequate protection of human health and the
envi ronment.

Date Vdldas V
\_Regional Administrator

Region V
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SITE DESCRIPTION

The Fort Wayne Reduction site is just east of the City of Fort Wayne
in Allen County, Indiana, approximately 1.1 miles east of the U.S.
Highway 30 and the Maumee River intersection. The communities of
River Haven and Sunnymede Woods are approximately one half of a mile
east and south of the site respectively (Figure 1).

The 35-acre site is bordered by the Maumee River to the north, the
Norfolk and Western Railroad to the south, Dager Auto Parts and Martin
Landfill to the west, and Herber Drain to the east.

The primary land use in the general area of the site is light industry
and commercial. In addition, other abandoned landfills and the
wastewater treatment plant and sludge drying beds are located along
the Maumee River in the vicinity of the Fort Wayne Reduction site.

The site is within the Maumee River valley physiographic unit. The
topography of the surrounding area is typical midwestern glaciated
terrain with only a few low, rolling hills and depressions. The site
has slopes ranging from 18 percent at the eastern edge to near level
at the middle. Vegetation on the site is mostly grass and small
brush. Some larger trees can be found along the edges of the site and
along the river bank.

Two areas on-site are designated as wetlands. One is located along
the north sloping bank in the eastern portion of the site and the
other is at the eastern site boundary. In addition, the site is
within the 100-year floodplain. The floodplain includes most of the
area along the river, the low lying area near Herber Drain, the area
along the southeast corner of the site, and the area behind the on-
site fence (Figure 2).

II. SITE HISTORY AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

A. Site History

The Fort Wayne Reduction site accepted residential and industrial
wastes from 1967 to 1976. Few records were kept on the volume and
composition of wastes, or on the industries that generated the wastes.
Site inspections by the Indiana State Board of Health (ISBH) and other
agencies during the site's operating years are the primary sources of
information.
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1. Prior to 1967

Before 1967 the site was uncultivated farmland which was often used
for dumping. There is no indication of waste types dumped.

2. 1967-1970 (The Incinerator Period)

Fort Wayne Reduction, Inc. was issued a permit for public disposal of
garbage and rubbish on May 17, 1967, by the Allen County Board of
Health. The wastes were processed through an on-site incinerator with
the ashes disposed of on-site. The incinerator was put out of
commission in August 1970.

3. 1970-1975 (The Landfllllng Period)

In 1970, Fort Wayne Reduction, Inc. changed its name to National
Recycling Corp. (NRC). A recycling plant was built, however, no
records were kept on when operating began or ended. The plant was
apparently inactive after February 1975, and the buildings were torn
down in 1985. All solid waste was to be processed through the plant.

Later inspection reports state the refuse deposited included wood,
paper, liquids, garbage, industrial wastes, municipal wastes,
industrial liquids, and sludges (paints, varnishes, etc.).

As indicated by a 1973 aerial photograph, most of the eastern half of
the site was actively being used as a general refuse landfill.
Portions north and west of the recycling plant were utilized for
disposal of industrial wastes, building debris, and occasional barrels
of unidentified wastes.

When National Recycling Corp. began accepting liquid waste is not
clear, but photos depict a pile of barrels behind the incineration
location as early as March 1971. A 40- to 60-foot-diameter pit
containing a pool of volatile liquids adjacent to the Maumee River was
first reported in May 1972. The wastes were deposited into the pit by
cutting the drum tops off and emptying the contents into the pit.
Some drums were reported floating on the surface of the solvents in
the pit. An apparent drum burial pit was located on aerial
photographs taken in 1973.

There are no records indicating exactly what was dumped into the pit.
ISBH inspection reports classified the wastes as volatile liquids,
chemical, or hazardous or prohibited wastes. A former waste hauler
described some of the waste taken to the site as "acidic material." A
January 1975 letter from National Recycling Corporation to the ISBH
contained a chemical analysis of "a general waste which I would like
to dispose of." The waste consisted of 25 percent to 30 percent
organic resin, polyester, amide-imide nylon, etc. The remaining 70
percent was solvent consisting of cresylic acid 100 hydrocarbon
solvent, xylene, and sometimes n-methyl pyrrolidone and very small



amounts of other contaminants. No indication of how or where the
wastes were eventually disposed was given.

NRC operation became a Service Corporation of America (SCA) operation
in 1973. In 1974 SCA had a permit application for disposal of
municipal refuse withheld because of problems with closing of the site
after high water was experienced in 1973.

A copper wire salvage operation was also planned during this period.
The records do not indicate whether this plan was ever carried out.

4. 1976-1981 (The Inactive Period)

During this period the site was inactive.

5. 1981-1985 (The Discovery and Listing Period)

The site was proposed for addition to the National Priorities List
(NPL) in October of 1984 and was finalized on the NPL in June of 1986.
The site was listed by U.S. EPA using the Hazard Ranking System (MRS).
HRS records state that the landfill had accepted volatile industrial
liquids, 2,4-dimethyl phenol, methylene chloride, arsenic, and sludges
and that the entire site's waste quantity was equivalent to 2,820 50-
gallon barrels.

Also in 1984, Waste Management Inc. (WMI) acquired SCA. WMI conducted
an initial investigation of the site that year. In early 1985, WMI
completed its hydrologic assessment of the site and had a closure plan
prepared. At that time EPA and WMI entered into discussions as to the
needs and responsibilities of further investigations at the site.

6. 1986-Present (RI/FS Period)

In February of 1986, U.S. EPA released its findings on residential
well samples from the River Haven community. There was no evidence of
contamination in the samples nor was there evidence of contamination
derived from the Fort Wayne Reduction site. Subsequently, U.S. EPA
initiated the Remedial Investigation (RI) of the site to define the
nature and extent of contamination present and characterize the
potential threats to public health and/or the environment from the
site. RI field activities were performed in two phases and were
completed in May 1987. The results are described in the RI report,
dated January 7, 1988.

The Public Comment Feasibility Study (FS) was completed May 2, 1988.
The FS documents, in detail, the development and evaluation of an
array of remedial action alternatives for the Fort Wayne Reduction
site. Public comment on the FS ended June 7, 1988.



B. Enforcement Activities

U.S. EPA has identified approximately fourteen Potentially Responsible
Parties (PRPs) for the Fort Wayne Reduction site. U.S. EPA identified
the PRPs on the basis of site records (i«e., customer listings) and
responses to information requests submitted pursuant to Section 104(e)
of CERCLA.

Four of these PRPs were identified by a general Notice Letter dated
January 6, 1988. On February 2, 1988, U.S. EPA held a meeting with
the four PRPs to discuss the RI and future enforcement activities.
The remaining ten PRPs were subsequently identified in a general
Notice Letter dated April 28, 1988.

On May 5, 1988, Special Notice Letters were sent to the fourteen PRPs
pursuant to Section 122(e) of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthori-
zation Act (SARA) of 1986. On May 24, 1988, representatives from
U.S. EPA, IDEM and TAG met with the PRPs to discuss the Feasibility
Study/Proposed Plan and enforcement activities for the site. The
deadline for receipt of a "good faith offer" to conduct the remedial
design and remedial action discussed in this Record of Decision
Summary was July 11, 1988. A "good faith offer" to conduct the
remedial design and remedial action was received from one of the PRPs.
Therefore, the deadline for negotiations was extended to September 9,
1988.

III. COWUNITY RELATIONS HISTORY

During the RI/FS, U.S. EPA and IDEM met several times with, and
supplied fact sheets to, the community. In addition, two information
repositories were established to provide both general and project-
specific information and reports to the community.

In accordance with CERCLA Section 117, the U.S. EPA published a
Proposed Plan for the site. This document was made available at the
start of the public comment period. A public meeting was held on May
11, 1988 to discuss the Public Comment Feasibility Study and U.S.
EPA's Proposed Plan. Comments received at the May 11, 1988 meeting
and during the public comment period (May 4, 1988 to June 7, 1988) are
addressed in the Responsiveness Summary (Appendix A).

IV. SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Initial investigations (Phase I) of the site were designed to avoid
violation of the existing soil cover and to determine by non-
destructive methods and perimeter monitoring where source areas might
be located and if any contaminant release might be detectable.

Results of these investigations indicated the site consisted of two
characteristically different areas: the eastern half of the site
consisting of a municipal/general refuse type landfill (approximately
15 acres) and the western half of the site (approximately 5 acres)



characterized by diverse disposal activities involving industrial
wastes as well as residual ash from earlier incinerator operations.
Due to the difference in the composition of the two areas, further
investigation (Phase II) of primarily the western portion of the site
was conducted to delineate discrete source areas. In addition,
further characterization of the site was continued through use of the
previously established monitoring network.

The nature and extent of contamination defined for each of the media
sampled during the RI is summarized in the following discussion. Any
specific characteristics associated with a medium are also summarized
in the following discussion.

A. Surficial Soils

The site can be divided into five distinctly different surficial
material classifications. (Figure 3)

1. Natural Materials. Consisting of flood plain deposits, stream
channel deposits, and generally undisturbed areas around the
perimeter of the site.

2. Municipal Landfi11 Cover. Consisting of imported clay, silts
and gravels averaging approximately 2 feet in thickness.

3. Mixed Loamy Soil and Rubble. Consisting of a mixture of loamy
soils with some waste and rubble averaging approximately 3 feet
in thickness.

4. Mixed Granular Soil and Rubble and Clay Fill. Consisting of
gravelly soil, rubble, and construction debris densely compacted
to an average of approximately 3 feet thick.

5. Exposed Hi re Waste and Mlxed Soi1. Consisting of wire waste and
soil with no cover materials present.

The ranges of contaminant concentrations found within the surficial
soils is presented in Figure 4. The organic compounds were
intermittently present at the specific on-site sampling locations.
Organic contaminants were detected primarily on the western portion of
the site, reflecting the mixed and random nature of disposal within
this area. The municipal landfill cover on the eastern portion of the
site does not present a source of organic contaminants.

The inorganic compounds detected in the surficial soils were arsenic,
antimony, cadmium, copper, and lead. Cadmium is associated only with
the wire disposal area. Arsenic is most prevalent in the municipal
landfill cover material and was probably in the material applied as a
cover. Background concentrations of lead and antimony were greater
than those found on-site.
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B. Subsurface Materials

Five general subsurface areas were delineated at the site (Figure 5).
The waste types in these areas are described as follows:

1. Municipal Landfill Paper, plastic, and other household wastes
mixed with soil.

2. Former Pit Area Drums and industrial liquid wastes.

3. Incinerator Waste Cinders and charred metal pieces.

4. General Industrial Waste Paper, plastic, rubber materials,
liquid wastes and drums.

5. Exposed Wire Waste Loose, loamy soil with small pieces of wire
insulation.Crushed drums at depth.

Ranges of contaminant concentrations for each subsurface area are
included in Figure 6. Two regions of high organic contamination
occur: one centered over the former pit area and one over the central
portion of the general industrial waste region. These regions exhibit
high concentrations of volatiles, acids and base/neutral type
compounds.

C. Groundwater Hydrogeology and Quality

Three unconsolidated aquifers with intervening low permeability layers
have been delineated at the site: a deep, intermediate and upper
aquifer (Figure 7A and 7B).

The deep aquifer consists of coarse sand and gravel outwash and is
overlain and possibly underlain by till confining layers. Very little
horizontal groundwater flow occurs within the unit, and it is confined
with little or no hydraulic connection to the Maumee River or
overlying aquifer. Higher piezometric levels were measured in the
lower aquifer as compared to the intermediate aquifer and in the
intermediate as compared to the upper aquifer. This indicates a
strong potential for upward flow from both the lower and intermediate
aquifers to the upper aquifer.

The intermediate aquifer consists of fine to medium grained sandy
outwash and is partially confined by an overlying till unit on a major
portion of the site (from the western boundary through most of the
municipal landfill). On the far eastern portion of the site, the
intermediate aquifer has direct hydraulic connection with the upper
aquifer unit. On this eastern portion of the site, some intermediate
aquifer flow contributes to upper aquifer flow prior to discharging to
the Maumee River. The general flow direction of the intermediate unit
is northeast toward the Maumee River (Figure 8).
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The upper or surficial aquifer consists of alluvial and lacustrine
deposits and is underlain by a till unit from the western boundary
through most of the municipal landfill. Groundwater flow is generally
north and northeast toward the Maumee River and Herber Drain with all
groundwater flow discharging to the Maumee River (Figure 9).
Groundwater seeps were observed during the RI along the river bank in
the western portion of the site. These seeps were exposed or covered
depending on the river stage, and are representative of the
groundwater table.

The total groundwater discharge from the site (through the upper
aquifer) to the river is estimated at 2 to 5 gallons per minute. The
horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the surficial aquifer ranges from
4.5 x 10-5 cm/sec to 6.3 x 10'3 cm/sec.

The contaminant distribution in the aquifer system at the site is
limited to the upper aquifer. Samples taken from the intermediate and
lower aquifers did not indicate the presence of contamination. Total
organic contaminant concentrations for groundwater in the surficial
aquifer and groundwater seeps are given in Figure 10. The major
constituents of the total organic contaminant concentrations are
2,4-dimethyl phenol, chlorobenzene, benzene, methylene chloride, and
xylenes.

Samples drawn from Well CH-04S contained a product-like material.
This material was similar to that found in test pit samples from the
former pit area, directly upgradient from the well. The similarities
in composition of contaminants between the former pit area and Well
CH-04S indicate a direct release from the former pit area has
occurred.

Surface Water Quality

An investigation of Herber Drain was conducted to evaluate the
potential for direct surface water contamination from the site.
Sample locations were selected to provide comparative off-site
(background) samples, and as much areal coverage as practicable.
Locations were identified on visual observations and proximity to fill
areas. The marshy area in the middle of the site was also sampled as
this location would be representative of runoff from the landfill
(Figure 11).

The background sample collected in Herber Drain and the sample from
the marshy area contained insignificant amounts of organic
contaminants. Only trace amounts of volatile and acid compounds were
detected in the samples collected from Herber Drain adjacent to the
site. The inorganic analyses showed no significant increase over
background concentrations for the samples collected in Herber Drain
and the marshy area.

A discussion on Maumee River quality is presented in the section
"Summary of Site Risks".
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E. Sediment Quality

An investigation of sediment quality near the site was included as a
part of the RI. The primary purpose of the investigation was to
collect data to allow a comparison of sediment quality adjacent to and
downstream from the site in relation to sediment quality upstream from
the site. Therefore, sediment samples were collected from zones of
apparent deposition upstream, adjacent to and downstream of the site.
Figure 12 shows the various sediment sampling locations. Maumee River
locations were 12 to 15 feet from the river bank while groundwater
seep locations were part of the river bank. Herber Drain locations
were primarily mid-channel.

The sampling results indicated the presence of contaminants in the
sediments (Tables 1, 2 and 3). The contaminants found at elevated
levels (above background) in Herber Drain are not related to the site.
The contaminants detected in Herber Drain were not detected in the
surface soils or groundwater in the eastern portion of the site, the
most probable on-site source area for Herber Drain. The contaminants
present in Herber Drain are probably due to the backwash of Maumee
River sediment during high river stages.

As previously stated, the site is located in an area of numerous point
(i.e., wastewater treatment plant) and nonpoint sources (i.e.,
abandoned landfills). These additional sources made it very difficult
to establish a clear relationship between the site and the contaminant
levels in the Maumee River sediments, especially when the contaminant
levels in the Maumee River and groundwater seep sediments adjacent to
the site were not substantially different than the contaminant levels
in the Maumee River sediments upstream from the site (Table 4).

A detailed discussion of Maumee River and groundwater seep sediments
and the issues associated with addressing contamination in the Maumee
River and groundwater seep sediments near the site was presented in
Appendix G of the FS. The specific issues discussed in Appendix G
are:

o Background conditions
o Cause and effect
o Action levels
o Benefits achieved by site remediation

Based on the information presented in Appendix G of the FS, addressing
the Maumee River and groundwater seep sediments adjacent to the site
was not established as a remedial action goal for the site.

V. SUMMARY OF SITE RISKS

A baseline risk assessment was performed for the Fort Wayne Reduction
site as part of the RI Appendix B of the RI report). The risk
assessment identified and evaluated potential human health and
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Copper
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Table .2
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Cheiical
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environmental threats from the site under the no action alternative.
The no action alternative assumes that no remedial actions (including
institutional controls) will occur.

The baseline risk assessment included the following:

o Identification of potential chemicals of concern

o Toxicity Assessment

o Exposure Assessment

o Risk Characterization

A. Potential Chemicals of Concern

Ninety-one chemicals were detected in samples collected during the RI.
The distribution of the chemicals at the Fort Wayne Reduction site are
summarized by media in Table 5. It was not feasible to include all of
these chemicals in the risk assessment. Therefore, potential
chemicals of concern were selected to represent the hazards the site
may pose to human health and the environment.

Chemicals of concern were selected in the following manner. First,
all chemicals with critical toxicity values were selected if they were
detected in a media to which exposure could occur. Second, additional
chemicals were selected if they were representative of the site
(across media) or represented a significant contaminant source. Table
6 lists the forty-three chemicals selected as potential chemicals of
concern for the Fort Wayne Reduction site.

B. Toxicity Assessment

The toxicity assessment for the Fort Wayne Reduction site summarized
the toxicological characteristics of the selected potential chemicals
of concern, the critical toxicity values (i.e., cancer potency factor
or reference dose), and the risk estimation methodology.

C. Exposure Assessment

In the exposure assessment, the potential exposure pathways by which
humans and wildlife could come into contact with contaminants from the
site were evaluated. Exposure pathways were considered for both
current and future land use conditions.

A complete exposure pathway has five elements:

o a contaminant source
o a mechanism for contaminant release
o an environmental transport medium
o an exposure point
o a route of exposure.
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Table 5

CHEMICALS DETECTED, BY MEDIA
FORT WAYNE REDUCTION

Page 1 of 3

Chemical

VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

Acetone
Benzene
2-Butanone
Carbon bisulfide
Ch) orobenzene
Chloroe thane
Chloroform
1 , 1-Dichloroethane
1 , 1-Dichloroethene
trans-1 , 2-Dichloroethene
Ethyl benzene
2-Hexanone
Methylene chloride
4 -Me thy 1 -2-pen tanone
Styrene
Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
1,1, 1-Tr ichloroethane
Tr ichloroethene
Vinyl chloride
Xy lenes

ACID EXTRACTABLES

Benzoic acid
2, 4 -Dimethyl phenol
2-Me thy 1 phenol
4-Methyl phenol
2-Ni trophenol
4-Ni trophenol
Pen t ac h 1 or opheno 1
Phenol

Onsite Leachate
Surface Leachate Seeps

Soil Seeps Sediment

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Ana lyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Ana lyzed
Analyzed
Ana 1 yzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed

M

X

X

X

X

X

X H

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

Onsite Onsite
Test Monitoring Water Surface
Pits Wells Product Sediment Water

X X
X X X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X X

X X

X

X , X X X

X

X

X X

X X X

X X
X X X

M X X

X

X X X

X X X

X X

x x
X

x x
x x
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Table 5

CHEMICALS DETECTED, BY MEDIA
FORT WAYNE REDUCTION

Page 2 of 3

Onsi te
Surface

Chemical Soil
Leachate
Seeps

Leachate
Seeps

Sediment
Test
Pits

Monitoring
Wells Product

Onsi te
Water

Sediment

Onsi te
Surface
Water

BASE/NEUTRAL EXTRACTABLES

Polycycl ic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Acenaphthene
Acenaphthylene
Anthracene
Benzo(a)anthracene x
Benzo(a)pyrene M
Benzo(b)fluoranthene x
Benzo(k)fluoranthene x
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene x
Chrysene x
Dibenzo(a.h) anthracene
Fluoranthene x
Fluorene
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene x
2-Methylnaphthalene
Naphthalene x
Phenanthrene x
Pyrene x

Phthalates

Butyl benzyl phthalate x
Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalat* x
Di-n-butyl phthalate x
Diethyl phthalate
Dimethyl phthalate x
Di-n-octyl phthalate x

Other Base/Neutrals

Benzyl alcohol
1,2-Dichlorobenzene x
1,3-Dichlorobenzene
1,4-Dichlorobenzene
Dibenzofuran
Isophorone
n-Ni trosomethylamine
n-Ni trosodiphenylamine
1,2,4-Tri chlorobenzene
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Table 5

CHEMICALS DETECTED, BY MEDIA
FORT WAYNE REDUCTION

Page 3 of 3

t

Chemical

PESTICIDES/PCBs

Aldrin .
PCB
alpha-BHC
del ta-BHC
qamma-BHC (lindane)
Heptachlor

INORGANICS

Aluminium
Ant imony
Arsenic
Bar ium
Bery 1 1 ium
Cadmium
Chromium
Cobal t
Copper
Cyanide
Iron
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Si 1 ver
Tin
Vanadium
Zinc

Onsi te
Sur face

Soil

X

M

X

X

X

K

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Leachate
Seeps

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Leachate
Seeps

Sediment

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Test
Pits

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

K

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Onsi te
Monitoring Mater

Wells Product Sediment

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Analyzed x
Analyzed
Analyzed
Analyzed x
Anal y zed
Analyzed x
Analyzed
Analyzed x
Analyzed x
Anal y zed
Ana lyzed
Analyzed x
Analyzed x
Analyzed
Analyzed x
Anal y zed
Analyzed
Anal yzed
Analyzed x
Ana 1 yzed

Oosi te
Surface
Water

M

K

M

K

X

X

K

K

X

NOTE: Calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium were detected in all media and are not
presented here.
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Table 6

POTENTIAL CHEMICALS OF CONCERN
FORT WAYNE REDUCTION

Acetone
Antimony
Arsenic
Barlum
Benzene
Beryl 1 ium
Bis(2-ethylhexylIphthalat*
Cadmium '
Chlorobeniene
Chloroform
Chromium
Copper •
Cyanide

Dibutyl phthalate
1,1-Diehloroethane
1,1-Dichloroethene
2,4-Dimethyl phenol
Methylene chloride
Ethylbenzene
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
2-Methylphenol
4-Methylphenol
A-Methyl-2-pentanone
Nickel

PAH's
PCBs
Phenol
Si 1ver

Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
1,1,1-Triehloroethane
Trichloroethene
Vanadium
Vinyl chloride
Xylenes
Zinc

PAH's include benzo<a)anthracene, benzol a)pyrene, benzo(b)fluoranthene,
chrysene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, and indeno(1,2,3-c,dtpyrene.
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Figure 13 shows each of the potential exposure pathways in relation to
the five exposure pathway elements and the potentially exposed
populations. Some of these potential exposure pathways can be
considered minor in terms of either the potential for release of
contaminants or the-likelihood for exposure to occur. For example,
the potential airborne release of contaminants from the site surface
is low. The cover on the site limits release, and the mechanism for
release is limited to wind blown erosion. Consequently, exposures
associated with this pathway are minor. Similarly, the groundwater is
not considered a potential water supply source. Limited groundwater
yield excludes this aquifer's use as a water supply source on-site.
A municipal water supply is available or could be readily obtained
from the City of Fort Wayne (the City of Fort Wayne obtains their
water supply from the St. Joseph River). The individual private wells
in the area are upgradient from the site and the Maumee River is not
used as a water supply in the site's area. Therefore, groundwater
discharging to the Maumee River can not be associated with a drinking
water exposure pathway.

The major exposure pathways identified for the Fort Wayne Reduction
Site are shown in Figure 14. These exposure pathways can be divided
into two major categories:

o Exposures associated with the migration of contaminants
to the Maumee River

o Exposure associated with use of the site

Contaminants can migrate to the Maumee River through the following
mechanisms: the leaching of contaminants from the buried wastes into
shallow groundwater and the subsequent discharge of the groundwater to
the Maumee River; surface water run off during precipitation events
can carry contaminants exposed at the site surface to the river; and
flood events may wash out contaminants from the site and carry them to
the river. A continual release of contaminants through groundwater
discharge to the river would present the most significant source of
risk.

The release of contaminants to the Maumee River can result in the
direct exposure of aquatic organism to the contaminants. The
contaminants may also partition to the sediments where benthic (bottom
dwelling) organisms and bottom feeding fish can come into contact with
the contaminants. People or wildlife who consume aquatic organism may
be exposed to the contaminants (i.e., food chain effects). Exposure
may also occur to people who come into contact with river water
through recreational activities such as swimming.

People can also be exposed to contaminants through activities that
bring them into direct contact with the contaminants on-site. These
activities include: trespassing on the site; construction activities
undertaken as part of future site development; and exposure of future
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site occupants to contaminants left exposed from site development.
Residential or commercial use of the site is considered possible,
however, residential development is less likely given the current
commercial and industrial land usage of the surrounding property.

Once the exposure pathways are identified, the next step in the
exposure assessment is exposure estimation. An estimation of exposure
to contaminants requires two items: contaminant concentrations in the
media at the point of exposure (exposure point concentration) and an
estimate of the intake of the media (media intake rates).

Exposure point concentrations can be estimated by direct measurement
at a point of contact or by modeling contaminant release and transport
to the exposure point. The exposure assessment for the Fort Wayne
Reduction site used both of these approaches.

For exposures occurring to contaminated media on-site (i.e., surface
soils, subsurface materials and groundwater seeps and the associated
sediments), the highest contaminant concentrations detected (in the
appropriate media) were used to represent the high exposure point
concentrations. Median exposure point concentrations were estimated
wherever possible. In several instances, however, the low frequency
of detection of a chemical did not allow estimation of a median
exposure point concentration.

A somewhat different approach was taken for exposures at the Maumee
River. First, contaminant leadings from the site were calculated from
the detected groundwater and groundwater seep contaminant concen-
trations on-site. Maumee River contaminant concentrations were then
projected from the site's contaminant loadings. This approach allowed
the relationship between groundwater discharge from the site and the
effect of that discharge on the river to be evaluated. This type of
approach is consistent with State of Indiana regulations regarding
Water Quality Standards and is typically used under the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) to establish discharge
limits. The long-term effect of a discharge on a river's water
quality is based on minimum dilution which is represented by the
lowest seven consecutive day flow occurring statistically once every
10 years (Oj-io) in a specific reach of the river. Using minimum
dilution ensures maximum protection is provided for the aquatic
community. In addition, the use of a river's 50th percentile or
median flow (Q50%) has been established for evaluating the effect of a
discharge on a river's water quality in relation to human consumption
of fish. Therefore, Maumee River contaminant concentrations near the
site were projected under the following two settings: a mixing zone
of 50% of the Qy-io f1ow and a mixing zone of 25% of the °-50% flow.
Tables 7A and 7B present the projected Maumee River contaminant
concentrations near the site due to the site's groundwater discharge.
Upstream contaminant contributions were taken into account when
assessing the risk associated with the exposure pathways.
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Tables 8 and 9 present the exposure point concentrations and media
intake rates used in the risk assessment respectively.

Risk Characterization

This portion of the risk assessment evaluated the various exposure
pathways and identified, by media, the potential risks to human health
and the environment associated with the site's contaminants.
The eastern (municipal landfill) portion of the site was determined
not to pose a risk to human health or the environment. Contaminant
levels in the surface soils of this area were below levels indicating
a direct contact threat. The site history and the site's waste
disposal practices indicate that the vast majority of waste disposed
in this portion of the site was municipal refuse, though minimal
amounts of hazardous materials may have been disposed of within the
landfill. This information, plus the groundwater monitoring data,
indicate that no current threat to the Maumee River exists from the
groundwater discharging to the river.

Under current site conditions, direct contact by trespassers to
exposed contaminants in the surficial soils on the western portion of
the site, especially the wire disposal area, is a concern. The
primary contaminant of concern is lead. Inadvertent ingestion of
groundwater seeps along the banks of the river is also a concern
because of the heavy metals, phenolic compounds, and xylene present in
the seeps.

If the site is developed, exposure to the wastes currently buried in
the western portion of the site could occur. Contaminants are present
in the subsurface at concentrations associated with potential health
effects, especially near the former pit and general industrial waste
areas. Chemicals of concern include phthalates, heavy metals,
phenolic compounds, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

The potential for aquatic effects as a result of the contaminated
groundwater discharging to the Maumee River exists. Projected
contaminant levels in the river (after the mixing of groundwater with
river water) do not exceed the chronic State water quality standards
for the protection of aquatic organisms. The concentrations of
contaminants in the groundwater and groundwater seeps do however,
exceed acute State water quality standards for the protection of
aquatic organisms at the point of discharge into the river for several
metals, phenolic compounds, and VOCs. The release of contaminated
groundwater to the river appears to be continuous and the test pit
evaluation indicates waste materials, especially from the former pit
and general industrial waste areas, are potential source areas for
future releases.
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B.BE-07 2 .0E-07

4^E-«3 l.ftE-dl I .OE-03 2.4E-04 3.4E-03 B.2E-04 4.2E-04 I.4E-04 I.3E-03 2.9E-04 1.4E-03 3.8E-04 8.1E-04 1.8E-04 7.0E-05 I.4E-05 1.9E-05 4.5E-04 I.2E-02 2.7E-03

B.4E•«! I .9E-07 I.4E-07 3.1E-08 i.9E-08 l.iE-08 I.6E-07 3.7E-OB 3.0E-07 4.8E-08 2.0E-07 4.7E-0
I.iiE-f'4 4.9E-"< 8.3E-07 1.9E-07 2.5E-01 J.7E-07 3.3E-07 7.4E-OB 7.1E-07 1.4E-07 1.5E-04 3.5E-07 I.IE-04 2.4E-07 3.5E-07 B.IE-O

4.3E-08 9.BE-09 B.5E-07 1.9E-07
8.4E-08 2.0E-08 9.JE-04 J.U-04

ANALISES

A1/10MA
CHI OR IDE

i iUfME

4.BE-Oi
l . O E - 0 4
l.ffi-05
J.4E-07

1
•)

4
5

.IE -05

.IE-OS

.ftE-ui

.4E-M

3.2E-05 7.4E-04 2.4E-04 4.0E-05 7.BE-05 1.8E-05 4.7E-05 1.5E-05 2.7E-04 4.IE-05
9.8E-04 2.IE-04 3.2E-03 7.4E-04 I.2E-03 2.8E-04 1.3E-03 3.IE-04 2.3E-03 5.2E-04
9.8E-04 2.JE-04 1.9E-05 4.4E-04 J.4E-04 1.1E-04 1.2E-05 2.4E-04 I. IE-OS 2.9E-04
I.IE-03 2.5E-04 2.3E-04 5.2E-05 3.9E-04 9.0E-05 4.7E-04 I.IE-04 7.5E-04 I.7E-04

3.9E-05
I.IE-03
1.1E-05
4.4E-04

B.BE-04
2.4E-04
2.H-04
l.OE-04

I.5E-04
5.7E-03
2.81-04
1.8E-03

3.5E-07
1.3E-03
i.AE-07
4. IE-04

1.8E-07
1.8E-05
l.BE-07
I.2E-04

4.IE-08
4.IE-04
4. IE-OB
2.8E-05

3.7E-04
I.4E-02
\.«-«
1.4E-03

8.4E-OJ
3.IE-03
3. ll-Ot
3.7E-04
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Phase II

TABLE 7 B
DILUUD CONTANINANT CONCENTRATIONS IN KAUI1EE RIVER
USING 1/2 OF LOU FLO* AND 1/4 OF HEAN FLON CONDITIONS

H3/sec i3/sec
501 of 017,101= 39.5 I.Of

291 of OliOIilel- U8.5 4.77

TOTAL GU FLOH IN i3 per DAY
FLOU TUBE CH-I

4. 15
FLON TUBE CH-2S FLOH TUBE CH-3

0.92 3.04
FLOH TUBE CH-5S FLOH TUBE CH-4

0.41 0.11
FLON TUBE CH-9

1.33
FLON TUBE CH-10 FLOH TUBE HN-I

1.01 0.71
FLOH TUBE IU-2S FLON TUBE R-3

0.17 3.21

CONC CMC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC CONC
AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4 AT 1/2 AT 1/4

0(7,10) Q|50tlLE)0|7,10) 0(SOIILEIO|7,IO) QIM>ZILE|0(7,10| fl(50ULE)0(7,10| 0|50ZIIE)Q|7,IO) OIV>11LE)0<7,10) Q|50mEIB|7,IO) 0|50tILEIO(7,10) Q|501ILE)0(7,10| OI50IILEI
lio/l) do/I) (to/I) liQ/ll do/I) do/11 lu/ll lio/l) da/11 l.o/l) do/I) lia/ll da/11 do/1) do/I) dj/ll da/11 da/11 (ig/ll |ia/ll

IIMIMtllttUllltlllltnilllllUlllllllllltUIUIUtlMltlMIIMlllMltlllllllllMMIIIIIMMMMIUiuiMMIIIIUtlMlllintltflMIMMllllltMlltlltnUtHHttlllllHUMlltllin
ORGANIC CONFOUNDS

VOLA1ILES

BENZENE
CHLORQBENfENE
HETHYLENE CHLORIDE
TOLUENE
TOTAL NLENES

TOTAL VOLATILES

ACIDS

2, 4-DINETHVLPHENOL

TOTAL ACIDS

BASE/NEUTRALS

DI-N-BUTVL PHTHALATE
D1ETHYL PHTHALATE
HEIACHLOROETHANE
ISOPHORQNE

TQ1AL BIMs

PESTICIDES and PCIs

3.5E-07
4.9E-OB 1. IE-OB 2.9E-07

2.9E-07

4.9E-OB 1.1E-08 9.3E-07

l.BE-07 4.0E-08 2.7E-OS

0 0 l.BE-07 4.0E-OB 2.7E-OS

2.2E-07 5.0E-OB

2.2E-07 S.OE-06 0 0 0

fl. IE-OB 2.1E-08 4.BE-09 J.2E-OB 7.3E-09
4.6E-08

4.2E-08 9.7E-09

4.4E-OB

2.1E-07 2.IE-08 4.BE-09 3.2E-08 7.3E-09 4.2E-OB 9.7E-09 0

4.2E-04

4.2E-04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

B.5E-09 1.9E-09
4.2E-OB 9.7E-09

0 8.5E-09 1.9E-01 0 0 4.2E-08 9.7E-09 0

5.IE-07 1.2E-0?

9.5E-OB 2.2E-08

0 0 0 9.5E-OB 2.2E-OB 5.1E-07 I.2E-07

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL PESTICIDES and PCIs
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title 8

CONCENINAIIONS OF CO«I«II»ANIS USEI 10 ESIIMIE EIPOSUDE

fOlt Mm REDUCIIOR

Leicnate. no/I Oniile Surfaci Soil, if/kg Oniitt Sediunt, io/ka Projected River Concentration,
u,/l

(Inline Media* (Ilium Nedian Diiiiui Hedian 501 ol 351 ol
Concentration CoKinlratll* Concentration Concentration Concentration Concentration 07,10 Nedian

Cheoical -. Observed tt served Observe* Observed Observed Observed Flo* Finn

Acetone i
Antiiony ;
Arienic
larim
lenient
Iiil7-ethylheiyi)-phtnalale
Cidnui
Chlorobrnienr
Chrotiw
Copper
Cyinide
1,1-Dichloroelhant
1,1-Oichloroelhene
Kelhylene chloride
Ethylbenienc
lead
Dine, mete
Mercury
7-Hethyl phenol
4 fltlhvl phenol

«-nelhvl-2-penUnone
Nickel
PAHs

PCI

Phenol
Seleniui
Silver
letrichloroethtnt
loluene
1,1,1-Trichlorotthjnt
Irichloroethent
Vinidiui
Vinyl chloride
Iflrnes
line

M
IK
to

i,}<0
12
M

110
]

ttt
HA
10

1,000
1

J.400
4, tOO

t}0
11,100

7.0
17.000

UO.OOO
1,100
1,400

IIH,
IN.

170,000
IM.
IDL
DO

11,000
2.1

1,550
700

31,000
M

M
IM
It

120
1

DA
IS

IIH.
4]
DA

IDL
IDL
IDL

b
IDL
80

1,550
IDL

0.525
0.525

IDL
50

101
IOL
IDL
IDL
IDL
IDL
IDL
IDL
IM.

97
IM.
IDL

DA

HA
tj
21

1,470
IA

1,400
721,000

DA
in

t.ito
1

M
DA
M
IA

I,t40
7M
.it

0.140
0.540

M
M

7.1
14.7

43
IM.
t.t

KA
M
•A
DA
43
M
M

7,110

NA
IDL
IDC
IIL
M

0.42
11,400

•A
»
10
b

KA
XA
M
DA

141
441
.12
III
IDl
M

IDL
.1

0.14
0.81
IK
IK

NA
NA
NA
NA
22
NA
NA

117

0.021
IK

NA
227

0.021
14

15.5
0.01 1

NA

Ml
IDL
IK
IK
IK
110
ISO
170

0.40
71

120
IDL
42
l.i
2.2
120

NA
1

IDl
110
IK
IK

NA
10

1400.
NA

0.014
IK

NA
II

0.00)
0.74
8.1
IK

NA
74

IK
IK
IK
IK
IK

57
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
124
IK
IK
IK

NA
IK
IK

O.I)
IK
IK

NA
71
b

M

0.041
-

0.00)
0.041

0.00071
0.0011

0.00011
0.001

0.000)4
0.001

-
0.077

0.0000077
0.211
0.044

0.0004
0.061

-
0.45
1.1

-
0.0012

-
-

1.1
-
-

0.0001
0.12

0.014
0.014

0.00041
0.0014

0.21
-

0.001)
-

0.0011
0.01

.00018

.00041
0 000041

.00021

.00012

.00074
-

0.0042
O.OOOOOli

0.0)2
0.011

0.00014
0.011

•
O.I)
0.2)

-
0.00074

-
-

0.24
-
-

0.00021
0.028

0.0012
0.003)

0.00014
0.00011

0.048
•

NA > Not Anilyitl or Not Heportible brciuse ol «ui)itf control concerns.
IK ' lei OK Detection Lioit
«. Concentration! in turlice niter bised on * eiiinq tone ol 501 of the '87,10' llo« *nd 2)1 ol the icdun lion lor tbe Niv.ee diver.
I. 501 ol leisureienti ire ibovt and 501 ol uuumentt ire be I on detection luit.

(ltd i in concentration cannot be determined.
c. PAHs include beniolalanlhracene, beniolalpyrent, beniolbllluonathene, chrysene,

dibenioli,k!<nthracene, and indmoll,2,3-c,d)pvrene.
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SUMIAHi Of EIPOSIME ASSUMMIONS USE) fM fMI MTNE RE OUCH OH

Nrdu

Evaluation of

Lrichalr

Soil/trdurnl

Soil/trdi»nt

Surlier nitrr

Eviluition ol

Irichiti

Soil/trdnrnt

Soil/trdurnt

Surlier ittrr

'Eipoturr
. Route

Noncircinogrnic Ellrclt by

Ingrtlion

Ingrttion

Ingrttion

,»„,„.»

Eicrtt Lilrtirr Cancer Ritk

Ingrttion

Ingest ion

Ingrtlion

Ingrttion

Sri ling

Coipariton to Reference Dotrt

Irrtpilt

Irrtpitt

Irrtpm

Sm»ing

Irrtpitt

Irrtpatt

Irrtpitt

S.,..,,g

Daily
Hrdit Intikr

50 il/diy

O.I grit/fiy

O.I grii/diy

50 ol/diy

50 ol/diy

O.I grai/diy

0.1 gr ii/diy

50 il/diy

lody

15-kg

J5-kg

70-kg

15-kg

Ovrr lilttioti 70-k|

Ovrr lilrturi 70-kg

Ovrr lileturi 70-kg

Ovrr lilrturi 70-kg

lilrtiir Average
Hrdii Intikr

Not Applicibli .

Not Applicable

Not Appliciblr

Not Applieablr

0.000000021 I/kg body
•I/day

0.0000) g/kg body
.t/diy

0.000000004 g/kg body
•t/day

0.00000125 I/kg body

Prriod in Nhich
Eipoturr Night Occur

Childhood (10 year old utrd lor
evaluation pur poses 1

Child Irlnrrn Agrt 10-18

Adult letneen Agrt IB-oO

Child lel.een Agrt 10-18

Childhood

20 year prriod nilhin
lilrtior

Oner mthin lilrtitr

Irtieen Agrt 10-18

Eipoturr
Frrqurncy

litrd on i tinglr diy

litrd on i tinglr day

litrd on a tinglr day

litrd on i tinglr day

Oner

1 diyt prr iirek
6 lontht prr yrar
20 >e»rs

1 diy

7 days prr yrar
5 years

Surlier mlrr Inaction 50 Ovrr lilrlnri 70-kg 0.00000012 I/kg body let.een Agrt 10-18
•t/diy
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The projected river contaminant concentrations after mixing are lower
than levels associated with adverse health effects from swimming or
fish consumption.

Table 10 summarizes the risk characterization for the site.

VI. ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT

A. Remedial Action Goals

The National Contingency Plan (NCR) (40 CFR Part 300) and CERCLA, as
amended by SARA establish the remedial action objectives for the site.
In evaluating the findings of the RI and the Risk Assessment, the
following media on the western portion of the site were identified as
presenting either an existing or a potential future unacceptable
public health or environmental risk at the site:

o Surface soils
o Subsurface soils/wastes
o Groundwater/groundwater seeps

Therefore, the following were identified as the specific remedial
action goals for the site:

o Surface Soil--To provide adequate protection of public
health and the environment by limiting direct contact with,
and erosion of, on-site surface soils in the western portion
of the site.

o Subsurface soils/wastes--To provide adequate protection of
public health and the environment by limited direct contact
with, and future releases to the Maumee River from the sub-
surface soils and wastes in the western portion of the site.

o Groundwater/Groundwater Seeps--To provide adequate pro-
tection of public health and the environment by limiting
discharge of, and direct contact with, groundwater/ground-
water seeps in the western portion of the site.

o Municipal landfill--Since no unacceptable public health or
environmental risk has been associated with this area, the
remedial action goals are to ensure future migration of
groundwater will not present a threat to the river and
adequate cover is present to prevent erosion resulting in a
direct contact threat or washout of the wastes to the river.

Consistent with the remedial action goals, three operable units were
developed for the site: the soil on the western portion of the site,
the municipal landfill and groundwater.



Table 10
SUMMARY OF RISK ASSESSMENT—FORT WAYNE REDUCTION SITE

Exposure Pathway

Direct Contact! Ingeatlon

Exposure-Point

Surfact toll onslte

Exposed Population

Trespassers

Direct Contacti Inge*tloo

Direct Contacti Ingeitlon

Burled waste and aub-
surtace toll

Groundwater seep
related sedltent

Conatructloo workers
Future Kite occupants

Trespassers

Direct Contact! Ingestlon Croundwater aeepa Trespassers

Croundwater Migration!
Dlacharge to Maunee River

Haunee River Aquatic Organlaal

Croundwacer Migration!
Discharge to Haunee River

Mausee River People who conaune flah
caught In Haunee River

People who swlst in
Maunee River

Rlak Characterization Summary

Reference dose exceeded by highest detected
concentration of lead.

No reference doae* exceeded by nedlan
concentration*.

Excess lifetime cancer risk. 4 x lo"7 to
9 x 10 bated on the highest concentration*
of PAH* and PCB.

Excess lifetime cancer rlak: 1 x 10 to
3 x 10" baaed on median concentration* of
PAH* and PCB.

Concentration* of the following chemicals
exceeded their risk-baud, target levels:
cadnluai, copper, chroniun, lead
bis (Z-echylhexyDphthalate, etnylbenzene,
2-nethyl phenol, Mthylene chloride, PAHs,
PCB, tetrachloroethene, and trlchloroethene.

Reference dose* are not exceeded by any
concentration*.

Excess llfetlne csncer risk: 8 x 10"7 to
2 x 10 based on the highest detected
concentrations of PAHs and PCB.

Exceas lifetime cancer risk: 3 x 10~7 to
5 x 10 baaed on median concentration* of
PAH* and PCB.

Reference doae exceeded by highest detected
concentration of cadmium, 2-nethyl phenol,
4-aethyl phenol, phenol, and xylene.

Acute aquatic criteria exceeded by groundwater,
.Including seeps, prior to discharge to the
river for the following chemicals! barium,
cadmium, copper, 2,<>-dlnethyl phenol, ethyl-
benzene, 2-nethyl phenol, 4-Mthyl phenol,
Mthylene chloride, toluene, and xylene.

Projected contaminant levels In Maunce Klver
(baaed on existing groundwater data) below
levels of concern for (lining and swinging.

Comment

Surface contamination Is restricted
primarily to the western portion of the
site. Exposure under current land use
would be restricted to trespassers (Cor
example, children playing onslte). The
alte is surrounded mainly by cosnerclal/
industrial operations. Because of this,
It Is anticipated that the nunber of
potentially exposed Individuals would be
small and their exposure frequency low.

This analysis sssumes that site develop-
ment will occur without any remediation.
For exposure to occur, excavation Is
required. Give current land use and
zoning, commercial development is more
likely than residential use, at least in
the near tern.

Access to nost of the seep areas are
limited to times when the river stage is
low. Exposure under current land use
would be restricted to trespassers (for
example, children playing along the river
bank). The site is surrounded mainly by
commercial/industrial operations. Because
of this, it Is anticipated that the number
of potentially exposed individuals would
be small and their exposure frequency low.
If character of the releases change, then
exposure levels could also change.

Access to most of the seep areas are
United to times when the river stage is
low. Exposure under current land use
would nost likely occur to children play-
Ing along the river bank oho nay attempt
to drink the seeps material. However,
taste and odor of seeps would limit the
palattblllty of the seeps. The site Is
surrounded mainly by commercial/industrial
operations. Because of this, It Is
anticipated that the number of potentially
exposed individuals would be small and
their exposure frequency low. If character
of the releases change, then exposure
levels could also change.

No Inpacta projected for the river after
a nixing zone. While concentrations
exceed scute criteria prior ro discharge,
dilution will occur upon discharge.
Contaminant levels at release may have
localized aquatic Impacts. I'otentlul
exists for future releases to river from
burled wastes. If character of the
releases change, then exposure levels
could also change.

Assessment does not address sediment
Impacts.

Potential exists for future releases to
river from burled wastes. If character
of the releases change, then exposure
levels could also change.
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B. Technology Screening

Appropriate remedial technologies and process options were screened in
the FS. The goal of the screening was to simplify the selection of
technologies and process options assembled into alternatives without
limiting flexibility during remedial design. The screening criteria
included: effectiveness; implementability; and relative capital and
operation and maintenance costs. During the screening process,
primary focus was on the effectiveness and implementability of the
remedial technologies and process options, with less focus on the
relative capital and operation and maintenance costs.

C. Alternative Development

Using the established remedial action goals, those remedial
technologies and process options remaining from the screening process
were assembled into remedial alternatives. In general, a range of
remedial alternatives were developed. This range included to the
extent feasible:

o A no action alternative

o A containment alternative involving little or no treatment
of contaminants

o Treatment alternatives ranging from one that eliminates the
need for long-term management, to one that significantly and
permanently reduces the toxicity, mobility or volume of
contaminants.

Based on this general array, remedial alternatives for the Fort Wayne
Reduction site were assembled to progress from addressing groundwater
contamination alone to more complex combinations addressing surface
and subsurface soils in addition to groundwater contamination.

VII. SITE SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

An explanation of a few site specific requirements is needed initially
to provide a more complete understanding of site conditions and/or
simplify the alternative descriptions. A detailed description of the
following site specific requirements will be provided prior to
presenting the alternative descriptions:

o Flood protection and wetlands
o Access restrictions
o Determination of risk-based areas for excavation
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A. Flood Protection and Wetlands

As indicated previously, a portion of the site lies within the 100-
year floodplain and two wetlands are located adjacent to the municipal
landfill. Therefore, providing adequate flood protection and pro-
tecting wetlands is an essential component of the remedial activities
at the site.

The remedial alternatives for the site need to address proper flood-
plain management and the protection of wetlands. The following
guidelines were considered in developing the remedial alternatives:

o Work in the flood plain should not obstruct or adversely
affect the efficiency of the floodway.

o Scheduled work in the floodplain should be planned for
times when flooding is least expected.

o Work in and adverse impacts to the wetlands should be
avoided where possible.

1. Flood Protection

The primary objective of flood protection at the site is
protecting the landfill embankment from river scour during flood
events. Several measures were considered for minimizing flood
damage. These measures were:

o Construction of an earth berm to prevent flood waters from
inundating areas where waste is buried.

o Placement of rip-rap from the river channel to the 100-year
flood level .

Both these measures were rejected because they would either cause
severe encroachment on the floodway or destroy approximately 1-acre of
wetlands.

The proposed flood protection measure is to grade the existing site
embankment to a maximum one vertical to three horizontal slope,
establish vegetation, and install erosion mats from the top of the
embankment to beyond the toe. Construction would be followed by
biannual inspections and periodic maintenance to ensure the integrity
of the embankment. The recommended method of flood protection has
been discussed with the Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR)
and the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE). Both of these agencies have a
major interest in flood control on the Maumee River and design
criteria for construction in the 100-year floodplain.
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The proposed flood protection measure is implementable at the site.
Minimal alteration of the floodway near the site, with no alteration
of the ordinary floodway, will occur.

A secondary objective of flood protection at the site is preventing
short-term effects such as: the release of contaminants to the Maumee
River and a decrease in the progress of work during the construction
phase. The site is not impacted by the river for flows at or below
the ordinary high river elevation. The flat shelf of land north of
the site embankment is subject to flooding, especially during the
months from November through June. Therefore, construction activities
in this low-lying area will be scheduled around these flood-prone
months.

2. Protection of Wetlands

Protection of the wetlands abutting the embankment of the
municipal landfill will be accomplished by preventing runoff and
sediment from entering these areas by using erosion control
techniques during construction. Such techniques may include
temporary drainage ditches, check dams, and plastic covers over
exposed cuts. The wetlands will not be used for staging of
equipment or materials.

Some destruction of the wetlands between the river and the
municipal landfill may occur. If construction at the site causes
a loss of wetlands, the loss will be mitigated by placing a weir
along Herber Drain subsequently increasing the area of the on-
site wetlands directly east of the municipal landfill.

B. Access Restrictions

Each remedial alternative for the site includes access restrictions:
a site fence, warning signs, and deed restrictions on land usage.

A 6-foot high fence would be installed on or near the property lines
to keep intruders off the site and protect the integrity of the cap or
cover. The fence is not installed along the river due to maintenance
problems associated with flood damage. Warning signs are however
placed along the toe of the site embankment near the river to alert
potential intruders to stay off the site.

Deed restrictions would be implemented to control future property use
and prohibit the use of groundwater or the installation of wells on-
site for a water supply source.
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C. Peter-ail nation of Risk-Based Areas for Excavation

Two of the technologies assembled into alternatives were excavation
and incineration. Prior to evaluating or developing an alternative
containing either of these technologies, it was necessary to determine
which areas of the site required excavation. These areas were
determined based on the hazards identified in the risk assessment.

The risk assessment identified two major exposure concerns:

o Environmental concerns: releases of contaminants to the
Maumee River, primarily through groundwater.

o Human health concerns: direct contact with waste and
contaminated soil as a result of future development at
the site.

The excavation areas were determined by first considering the separate
exposure concerns (i.e., environmental release vs. human contact) at
the site. These are those areas associated with:

o The release to the groundwater.

o The protection of public health,

o The buried drums.

Each of these areas is delineated separately on Figure 15.

The areas associated with the release to the groundwater were
identified by reviewing the test pit data for potential source areas.
Special consideration was given to the location of contaminants
already detected in groundwater and those contaminants that are mobile
in a groundwater system.

The areas associated with the protection of human health were
identified by considering two future potential development scenarios:
residential development and commercial/light industrial development.
A summary of the target levels used to identify the areas posing a
risk for both the residential and commercial exposure scenarios is
given in Table 11.

Areas associated with the buried drums were identified by reviewing
the magnetometer survey data, the test pit information and historical
aerial photographs.

With the areas associated with the separate exposure concerns defined,
the maximum area requiring excavation could be determined. The maximum
area requiring excavation was determined by overlaying the areas
associated with the separate exposure concerns. In addition, the
maximum area requiring excavation was further subdivided. This
subdivision was accomplished by "ranking" the risk associated with



I/UUMEC

VOO'l 12.000-255,000 mg/kg
Phinollci 230-28,000 mg/kg ..jv

<%./:: V
VOC'i 1,000-4,600 mg

Phinolici NO-I.OOOma'/kg

POTENTIAL SOURCE OF CONTAMINANT
RELEASE TO GROUNOWATEH

AREAS WHERE CONCENTRATIONS
EXCEED RESIDENTIAL USE
TARGET CONCENTRATIONS

AREAS WHERE CONCENTRATIONS
EXCEED COMMERCIAL USE
TARGET CONCENTRATIONS

REGION WHERE DRUMS ARE SUSPECTED TO BURIED

TEST PIT LOCATIONS

NOTE. Concentration! prewnttd repititnt lh«
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chlorid*. louUnt. MyHn* md •thyl bcm

FIGURE 15
POTENTIAL SOURCE OF
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TO GROUNDWATER
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Table 11
SOIL TARGET CONCENTRATIONS
BASED ON SOIL INGESTION

Residential
Target

Chemical mg/kg

Acetone 15,000
Aldrin* 0.041
Antimony 60
Barium 7,500
Benzene* 13
Beryllium 750
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate* 1,000
2-Butanone 7,500
Cadmium 44
Chlorobenzene 4,000
Chloroform* 8.6
Chromium III • 150,000
Chromium VI 750
Copper 5,600
Dibutyl phthalate 15,000
1,1-Dichlorothane 18,000
1,1-Dicrhloroethene* 1.2
2,4-Dichlorophenol 450
Diethyl phthalate 2,000,000
Ethylbenzene 15,000
Isophorone 22,000
Lead 210
Lindane* 0.526
Methylene chloride* 93
Methyl phenol 7,500
4-Methyl-2-Pentanone 7,500
Nickel ' 3,000
PAHs** 5
PCBs 10
Pentachlorophenol 4,500
Phenol 6,000
Stryene 30,000
Tetrachloroethene* 140
Toluene 45,000
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 14,000
Trichloroethene* 64
Xylene 1,500
Vinyl chloride* 0.3
Zinc 32,000

Commercial
Target
mg/kg

70,000
0.807
280

35,000
260

3,500
20,000
35,000

200
19,000

170
700,000
3,500
26,000
70,000
84,000

23
2,100

91,000,000
70,000
100,000

980
10

1,800
35,000
35,000
14,000

5
10

21,000
28,000
140,000
7,000

210,000
63,000
1,200
7,000

60
150,000

Note: Target concentrations based on the following:

Noncarcinogenic effects derived from RfD values
* Carcinogenic risk at the 10-6 level derived from cancer

potency factors
** Based on background PAH levels
***Based on EPA PBC spill cleanup guidelines
Residential setting assumes exposure through soil ingestion
at 0.1 gram/day, 365 days per year, and 70 years of
.exposure.
Commercial setting assumes exposure through soil ingesticn
at 0.05 grams/day, 5 days per" week, 26 weeks per year, ar.c
20 years of exposure.

r~
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various areas within the maximum area requiring excavation: Area A,
Area B and Area C. Area A is the center of the former pit area and
represents that area posing the most significant risk at the site.
Area B includes Area A as well as the center of the general industrial
waste area and the area impacted by the former pit area. Area C
includes Area A and Area B and represents the maximum area requiring
excavation. Area A, Area R and Area C are shown in Figure 16.

VIII. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

A description of the alternatives developed in the FS is presented
below.

A. Municipal Landfill

Total Present Worth: $2,320,000
Construction Cost: $1,179,000
Present Worth O&M Cost: $1,141,000

Historical information and the results of the RI indicate the eastern
portion of the site was used as a municipal/general refuse type
landfill. The endangerment assessment did not indicate the
contaminants present in this portion of the site pose a threat through
direct contact with surface soils or migration of groundwater to the
river. Ensuring proper maintenance of this portion of the site will
require some limited action. Long-term groundwater monitoring and a
Subtitle D - solid waste landfill closure appears to be the
appropriate extent of action needed at this time to ensure:

o future migration of groundwater to the river will not
pose a threat to the river, and

o adequate cover is present to prevent surface erosion and
subsequent direct contact with or wash-off of the wastes
into the river.

The components of this alternative include access restrictions, a soil
cover, a long-term groundwater monitoring program and the installation
of new groundwater monitoring wells around the perimeter of the
landfill. The location of the major components are shown in Figure
17.

The municipal landfill closure action described above would be
performed in conjunction with the other remedial responses described
in Alternatives 2, 3, 4 and 5. The cost of the municipal landfill
closure is reflected in the total present worth cost estimates listed
for Alternatives 2, 3, 4 and 5.
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B. Alternative 1 - No Action

Total Present Worth: $ 0
Time to Implement: 0 months

The NCR requires that the "no action" alternative be considered at
every site. Under this alternative, no further action would be taken
at the site. All wastes, routes of off-site contaminant migration
(i.e., groundwater), and human and environmental exposure pathways
would remain unchanged. This alternative would not reduce the threats
to human health and/or the environment identified at the site.

C. Alternative 2 - Groundwater Collection and Treatment

Total Present Worth: $ 4,940,000
Construction Cost: $ 1,471,000
Present Worth O&M Cost: $ 1,149,000
Municipal Landfill Closure: $ 2,320,000
Time to Implement: 14 - 16 months

Alternative 2 includes the following components:

o Access Restrictions

o Groundwater Collection System - The groundwater collection system
consists of a collection trench placed hydraulically downgradient
of the wastes in the western portion of the site and a vertical
barrier placed between the collection trench and the river.
Groundwater is intercepted by the trench and subsequently
treated. Additional monitoring wells would be installed to
monitor the effectiveness of the system.

o Groundwater Treatment - Groundwater treatment can be accomplished
by using either an on-site treatment plant or the Publically
Owned Treatment Works (POTW). An on-site groundwater treatment
plant would utilize a granular activated carbon adsorption
technology for the removal of the contaminants. The treated
water is monitored to assure compliance with discharge limits
and subsequently released to the Maumee River. Two options are
available if discharge to the POTW is permitted. The collected
groundwater can be discharged directly to the main sewer line
adjacent to the site or it can be collected on-site in a holding
tank, loaded into a truck and transported to the POTW facility
for discharge. Either POTW option requires compliance with the
established pretreatment requirements.
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o Soil Cover - To reduce exposure to surface and subsurface
contaminants, a soil cover would be installed at the completion
of the remedial activity. Installation of a soil cover involves
clearing and grubbing vegetation from the surface, regrading the
surface and placing and compacting a 2 foot layer of locally
available soil. The surface is regraded only to the extent that
the waste mass is undisturbed. The top 6 inches of cover is
topsoil capable of supporting grass vegetation. Final contours
are designed to promote surface drainage.

o Municipal Landfill Closure

Figure 18 shows the location of the major components in this
alternative.

Construction of the collection trench and vertical barrier should
occur between July and October to reduce the threat caused by flooding
events. Approximately, 0.3 acre of wetlands will be destroyed by this
alternative.

D. Alternative 3 - Containment

Total Present Worth: $ 5,260,000
Construction Cost: $ 1,883,000
Present Worth O&M Cost: $ 1,057,000
Municipal Landfill Closure: $ 2,320,000
Time to Implement: 16 - 18 months

Alternative 3 includes the following components:

o Access Restrictions

o Groundwater Collection System - This containment alternative
builds on Alternative 2 - Groundwater Collection and Treatment
by minimizing the inflow of groundwater to the area of buried
waste. This is accomplished by installing a vertical barrier
around the entire area of buried waste in the western portion
of the site. The groundwater collection trench would be in-
stalled inside the northern boundary of the barrier.
Installation of the collection trench inside the barrier will
maintain any groundwater flow through the barrier in an inward
direction.

o Groundwater Treatment - Same as described in Alternative 2.

o Soil Cover - Same as described in Alternative 2.

o Municipal Landfill Closure

Figure 19 shows the location of the major components in this
alternative.
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Construction of the collection trench and the northern portion of the
vertical barrier should occur between July and October to reduce the
threat caused by flooding events. Approximately, 0.1 acre of wetlands
will be destroyed by this alternative.

E. Alternative 4 - Soil Excavation for Drum Removal

4A

4B

Total Present Worth:
Construction Cost:
Present Worth O&M Cost:
Municipal Landfill Closure:
Time to Implement:

Total Present Worth:
Construction Cost:
Present Worth O&M Cost:
Municipal Landfill Closure:
Time to Implement:

$ 5,490,000
$ 2,027,000
$ 1,143,000
$ 2,320,000
18 - 20 months

$ 8,030,000
$ 4,568,000
$ 1,142,000
$ 2,320,000
26 - 28 months

4C

o

o

Total Present Worth:
Construction Cost:
Present Worth O&M Cost:
Municipal Landfill Closure:
Time to Implement:

$ 10,020,000
$
$
$

1,
2,

558,000
142,000
320,000

28 - 30 months

Alternative 4 includes the following components:

Access Restrictions

Groundwater Collection System - Same as described in
Alternative 2.

Groundwater Treatment - Same as described in Alternative 2.

Excavation to Remove Buried Drums - Excavation is performed using
conventional equipment. Wastes and soil are removed until a drum
is unearthed, the drum is removed, overpacked and moved to a
storage area. The drums would remain on-site until they can be
incinerated. Any transportation and/or storage of drums would
be in compliance with Department of Transportation (DOT) and
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations.

This alternative has three options for excavation and drum
removal that correspond to the three previously described risked-
based areas of excavation: Area A, Area B and Area C. The
estimated number of drums excavated in each option is listed
below:
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o Alternative 4A - 600 drums
o Alternative 4B - 2,500 drums
o Alternative 4C - 4,600 drums

The unearthed soil and waste is reconsolidated on-site in the
excavated areas.

o Soil Cover - Same as described in Alternative 2.

o Municipal Landfill Closure

Figure 20 shows the location of the major components in this
alternative.

Most of the areas for drum excavation are above the 10-year flood
elevation and are not frequently subjected to flood waters. It is
conservatively assumed however, that drum excavation might be limited
3 months out of a year. As in the other alternatives, construction of
the collection trench and the vertical barrier should occur between
July and October. Approximately, 0.3 acre of wetlands will be
destroyed by this alternative.

F. Alternative 5 - Contaminated Soil and Drum
Reaoval/On-slte Incineration

5A Total Present Uorth: $ 13,320,000
Construction Cost: $ 9,951,000
Present Worth O&M Cost: $ 1,049,000
Municipal Landfill Closure: $ 2,320,000
Time to Implement: 22 - 28 months

5B Total Present Worth: $3 6,120,000
Construction Cost: $ 32,729,000
Present Worth O&M Cost: $ 1,071,000
Municipal Landfill Closure: $ 2,320,000
Time to Implement: 42 - 48 months

5C Total Present Worth: $ 47,750,000
Construction Cost: $ 44,401,000
Present Worth O&M Cost: $ 1,029,000
Municipal Landfill Closure: $ 2,320,000
Time to Implement: 54 - 60 months

Alternative 5 includes the following components:

o Access Restrictions

o Groundwater Collection System - Same as described in
Alternative 2.

o Groundwater Treatment - Same as described in Alternative 2.
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o Excavation of Soil and Drums for On-site Incineration - A mobile
incinerator would be transported and erected on the existing
foundation pad at the south end of the site. A storage building
is constructed nearby on the north end of the pad. Contaminated
soil, waste and buried drums is excavated and hauled to the
storage area. The storage area would have a leachate collection
system for any free water draining from the soils. In addition
the storage area would be completely covered to keep the soils
dry for incineration.

Drums would be staged in a separate secure area. The liquids in
the drums would be emptied to a holding tank. The empty drums
would be decontaminated and crushed.

The wastes, soils and drum liquids staged during the excavation
would be incinerated in the on-site incinerator. There are three
options for soil excavation and drum removal which correspond to
the three areas defined under Alternative 4. The estimated
volumes of wastes/soils for excavation and incineration are:

o Alternative 5A - 4,400 yd3 to incinerate
6,100 yd3 to excavate

o Alternative 5B - 30,000 yd3 to incinerate
37,000 yd3 to excavate

o Alternative 5C - 43,000 yd3 to incinerate
57,000 yd3 to excavate

The estimated number of drums removed in each area would be the
same as those presented in Alternative 4.

The incinerator ash and the crushed empty drums would be returned
to the excavation area for disposal. The ash and crushed drums
would be placed above the expected high water table level.

o Multi-layer Cap - A multi-layer cap would be installed over the
area where incinerator ash and crushed drums are returned as
backfill. The multi-layer cap should be composed of three
distinctive layers:

o Topsoil and fill layer
o Drainage layer
o Barrier layer

More specifically a soil-clay cap consisting of a clay barrier
covered by a sand drainage layer and a fill and topsoil layer
would be used for this alternative.

o Municipal Landfill Closure

Figure 21 shows the location of the major components in this
alternative.
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As in Alternative 4, the areas for excavation are not frequently
subjected to flood waters. Construction of the collection trench and
the vertical barrier should occur between July and October.
Approximately, 0.3 acre of wetlands will be destroyed by this
alternative.

6. Summary of Alternatives

A summary of the major components for each of the five alternatives is
presented in Table 12.

IX. SWtlARY OF COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

Each of the alternatives was evaluated using a number of evaluation
factors. The regulatory basis for these factors comes from the NCR
and Section 121 of SARA. Section I21(b)(l) states that, "Remedial
actions in which treatment which permanently and significantly reduces
the volume, toxicity or mobility of the hazardous substances,
pollutants, and contaminants as a principal element, are to be
preferred over remedial actions not involving such treatment. The
off-site transport and disposal of hazardous substances or
contaminated materials without such treatment should be the least
favored alternative remedial action where practicable treatment
technologies are available."

Section 121 of SARA also requires that the selected remedy be
protective of human health and the environment, cost-effective, and
use permanent solutions and alternative treatment technologies or
resource recovery technologies to the maximum extent practicable.

Based on the statutory language and current U.S. EPA guidance, the
nine criteria used to evaluate the remedial alternatives listed above
were:

1. Overall Protection of Human Health and the Environment addresses
whether or not the remedy provides adequate protection and
describes how risks are eliminated, reduced or controlled through
treatment, engineering controls, or institutional controls.

2. Compliance with ARARs addresses whether or not the remedy will
meet all of the applicable or relevant and appropriate require-
ments of other environmental statutes and/or provide grounds
for invoking a waiver.

3. Long-term effectiveness and permanence refers to the ability of
a remedy to maintain reliable protection of human health and the
environment over time once cleanup goals have been met.

4. Reduction of toxicity, mobility, or volume is the anticipated
performance of the treatment technologies a remedy may employ.
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Table 12

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES

Alternative I—No Action

Alternative 2—Groundwater Collection and Treatment

o Fence site j
o Access restrictions
o Slurry wall and collection trench (downgradient of wastes)
o Treatment plant . f~
o Soil cover I -
o Municipal landfill closure

Alternative 3—Containment

o Fence site . ..-.
o Access restrictions j
o Slurry wall and collection trench (encircling wastes) L
o Treatment plant
o Soil Cover f"
o Municipal landfill closure L

Alternative 4—Excavate Soil/Drum Removal _ r

o Fence site
o Access restrictions
o Alternative 2
o Excavate soil area for option 4A, 4B, or 4C
o Remove drums and incinerate offsite
o Reconsolidate soil onsite
o Soil Cover
o Municipal landfill closure

Alternative 5—Incineration

o ' Fence site
o Access restriction
o Alternative 2 (except soil cover)

o Excavate soil and drums base on areas for option
5A, 5B, 5C

o Incinerate soil and drums
o Deposit ash onsite
o Multilayer cap over the entire area for option 5B

and 5C; cap only on former pit area for option 5A;
soil cover for the remainder of the western por-
tion of the site

o Municipal landfill closure '
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5. Short-term effectiveness involves the period of time needed to
achieve protection and any adverse impacts on human health and
the environment that may be posed during the construction and
implementation period until cleanup goals are achieved.

6. Implementability is the technical and administrative feasibility
of a remedy, including the availability of goods and services
needed to implement the chosen solution.

7. Cost includes capital and operation and maintenance costs.

8. Support Agency Acceptance indicates whether, based on its review
of the RI/FS and Proposed Plan, the support agency (IDEM)
concurs, opposes, or has no comment on the preferred alternative.

9. Community Acceptance indicates the public support of a given
remedy. This criteria is discussed in the Responsiveness
Summary.

A matrix which summarizes the comparative analysis of alternatives on
a criteria by criteria basis is presented in Figure 22.

The following discussion expounds on the information provided in
Figure 22.

A. Overall Protection of Human Health and the Environment

All of the alternatives, with the exception of the no action
alternative, would provide adequate protection of human health and the
environment by eliminating, reducing, or controlling risk from the
site through treatment, engineering controls or institutional
controls. As the no action alternative does not satisfy the remedial
action goal to provide adequate protection of human health and the
environment, it is not eligible for selection.

Alternatives 2 and 3 accomplish overall protection of human health and
the environment through engineering and institutional controls. The
primary controls included in Alternative 2 are a groundwater
collection system and deed restrictions. Alternative 3 includes the
same controls as Alternative 2 in addition to a containment of the
wastes (i.e., a slurry wall encircling the waste area). Both of these
alternatives would use treatment to manage the collected groundwater.

Alternatives 4(A, B and C) and 5 (A, B and C) accomplish overall
protection of human health and the environment through the treatment
of wastes in addition to engineering and institutional controls. Both
these alternatives include the engineering and institutional controls
of Alternative 2. Alternative 4 however, includes incinerating
excavated drums containing liquid waste. The amount of drums
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Community
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Workers
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• Runoff control wnHe trenching and Instat-
ing slurry well

Activities after ROD Is signed
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• Design 10-12 months
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• Potential delaya

VvorMng }n the 1DO year flood puun
Acquiring NPOES permit
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After completion of the slurry well and collec-
llon trench which take 2 months protection
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River is achieved. Installation of the sou cover,
achieves protection against the direct soil
contact threat. Tout Urn. tar both tureen la

Includes components ol Alternative 2
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Slurry well and collection trench would be
Installed first: then the remainder o) the
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direct soil contact lakea > months allowing
lor completion ol the containment wan and

Remedial action la complete when the soil
cover Is eppUed. 14-11 months, but oround-
waler collection and treatment wK go Mo the
future Indefinitely.

Source ot hii
• Presence of burled drums and waste
• Collection of contaminated groundwaier

and handling of spent carbon
Magnitude ot rlak dependent upon:
• Reliability ol slurry well to maintain a low

permeeDHilv
• Reliability ot collection trench to continue

collecting groundwater
• Enforcement ot alia reetrtcllona

• IrmiluUonel controls of deed nmncnon and
site restriction

• Operation and maintenance of ground-
water collection system

• Qrcundweler monitonng
• Maintenance <K sol cover

Remedial action la complete when the c
lelnm.nl well Is installed and the so* cc
applled.16-16 months. Collection of wi
win go Into the future indefinitely.

Source ol risk Is similar to Alternative 2 ex-
cept the wute is contained and groundweMr
diverted so the volume ol treated water Is
reduced and the movement of conlaminanta
In the soil reduced.
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> Includes components of Alternative 2
• Overpack excavated drums
> Follow DOT end RCRA regulations on

transporting hazardous compounds
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drums storage
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Protection against groundwater threat is 2
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complete and the cover Installed. This lime
Includes the slurry wall Installation.

Remedial action is complete when the drums
are removed and the soil cover spplied.
4A. 16-20 months: 48. 21-26 months: <C,
28-30 months Qroundoaler collection and
Irealmenl will go into the future indefinitely

Source ot risk
• Reconsolidaled contaminated waste re-

mains burled drums remain in option 4A
and 48.

Magnitude of risk depends on:
• The percent drum removal 4A • 15%. 48

- 55H. 4C - 100H cl estimated drums
Penormance ol groundwater collection and
and treatment system.

Same as Alternative 2.

> Includes components ol Alternative 2
' Air emission control and monitoring from

incinerator operations
Incinerator operators health and safety
trained for handling hazardous waste and
operating equipment

Activities alter ROD is signed same es Alter-
native 2. Collection trench and treatment
plant are opsrelional before excavation and
incineration begin. Incineration will require a
lest bum which could result tn delays it emis-
sion standards ars not met.

14-20 months

Protection sgainst groundwalsr threat Is 2
months as in Alternative 2. Protection against
direct soil contact. 5A 6 months. 58 28
months. 5C 40 months until incineration is
complete end cap Installed. This lime in-
cludes the slurry well Installation.

Remedial action is complete when the incin-
erator Is removed Irom site and the cap
spplied. SA. 22 26 months: SB. 42-48 months:
5C. 54-60 months The groundwaier collec-
tion and Irealmenl will go into the future in-
definitely for 5A. it msy be sigmlicsntly re-
duced lor 5B and 5C.

Souice ot nsx
• Buried drums and conlammsled soil
• Incinerator ash
Magnitude ol rish depends on:
• Option selected. 5A leeves drums, coniam-

msled soil, some esh. 5B rsmoves halt the
drums and soil but hss more ssh buried.
5C leave* ash as residue buried on site

• Performance of the groundwater collection
and Ireetment system.

Same as Alternative 2 except ihe length of
time on deed restriction may change tor 5C.
and a multi-layer cap is present where ssh
is buried.

• Fence site
• Dust control
• Surface run-oil control

After ROD is signed design v.ill ink* 3
months.

No Ihrest has been associai"
landfill.

Remedial action is comp'r'o
cover Is installed 5 months

No H3X has Deen a
pal landlill.

Monitoring
> Maintenance ol soil covn
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that what occun over tima through tha flush-
ing action of ttta oroundwater moving through
tha saturated zone.

Carbon absorption, yea. Ctrbon regenera-
llon, no.

tarn ara simpla to construct, implement
and maintain. Slurry wall and trench are
constructed In unknown waste malarial
thai could require removal prior to making
lha wall or laying tha trench.

• Naw trench lachnology although feasible
Is difficult to predict achaduling or long
tarni performance.

• Long tarm slurry wall parformanca is not
known but to data othar Installations have
performed well.

• Construction m tha 100 year flood plain
and In the watlands can causa schadula
delays and require administrative controls.

• Schadula delays can coma (ram working
In different levels of protection.

• Future remudial action coukl ba the re-
medial action* proposed In Alternative 3.
4or 5.

ALTERNATIVE 3

CONTAINMENT

treatment la the same as Alternative 2.

• CU million gaHona a year gnundwater
• 3100 Iba. year carbon regenerated

aminanta removed 70 pound* a year

Although the waete ia contained there Is tittle
reduction of toxlctty. mobility or volume of
the source contaminann. To a sflghtly greater
degree than AHemettve 2. some reduction Is
achieved by the collection of the smell volume
of wale* infiltrations Into the contained araa

Carbon absorption, yea. Cartxm regenera-
tion, no.

Technical leaitbiuty includes Alternative 2 plus
ewavatlon through buried waste to install the
slurry wall has the unknown factor of how
much additional work slow down is involved
in sorting through the weste to build the wall.
Future remedial action* could be ANemativ*
4ori

ALTERNATIVE 4

SOIL EXCAVATION FOR
DRUM REMOVAL

• Includes Attemaltve 2 trenlmenl
* Oftsita incineration of drums addresses

part of the direct contact threat wilh buried
waste, limited oftsile incineration capacity

• 25 million gallons groundwalar a year
• Contaminants removed 400 pounds a year
• 5800 Ibs. year carbon regeneration
• Drummed Hquid incineration

4A 30.000 gallons
4B 125JXX) gallons
4C 230JDOO gaMons

Drum removal provides some reduction In the
toxicity and volume of contaminated weste.
The remaining contaminants in the soil are
stlH mobile.

Incineration, no. Carbon absorption, yes.

• Excavation is simple and straightforward
technology but the delays come from work-
ing in different levels of ptolection end
toning through the burned drums and
debris

• Drums may have lo be stockpiled until
Incineration capacity become available

• Future remedial actions depend on which
option is selected Alternative 5 can be
done at a later dale.

ALTERNATIVE 5

INCINERATION

• Includes Arininativn 2 Iroatumni
* Incineration of soil and drums
• Piecipilalion of scrubber water and sludga

disposal.
• Addresses principal threats. Is difficult la

implement and has many special technical
considerations such as limited operating
data, equipment availability, residual ash
and sluge require special handling.

• Qroundwalsi flow 5A. 8, C 2.5 million gal-
lons year

• Carbon regeneration SA • 31 40 Ibs year.
58. C • 410 Ibs year

• Contaminara removed 5A - 60 Ibs a year.
58, C is negligible

• Soil treated: SA. 4.400 cy; 5B. 31.000 cy;
5C. 45.000 cy

• Drummed liquids same as Alternative 4
• Ash remaining'.

SA . 1700 cy
SB - 20.000 cy
5C - 37*00 cy

The reduction in contaminated soil and drum-
med liquid mass, volume end toxiciry is
traded against the additional mass of ash
deposited on sile that can potentially be tox-
ic and has limited mobility of inorganic
compounds.

Incineration, no. Precipitation, yes

• Scheduling excavation and incineration
are important criteria

• Excavating m the salurateo rone is difficult
• Incineration of contaminated soil is proven

technology but there is still limited informa-
tion snd da-a available lo design, operate
and schedule the process. Can be a high
risk if all (actors are not considered.

• If SA is selected, then luture remedial ac-
tions may involve SB and 5C.

MUNICIPAL
LANDFILL

No treatment

None

None

over
to implement and maintain No i jiui •• >
medial action is anticipated
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EVALUATION
CRITERIA AND

ANALYSIS
FACTORS

IMPLEMENTABILITY

Availability ol Services
and Malanals

Administrative
Feasibility

OVERALL PROTECTION

OF HUMAN HEALTH AND

THE ENVIRONMENT

Compliant With ARAB'S

Reduction of Existing
end Fulura Risk

Overs* Protection

COST SUMMARY

ntaJ Capital Coat

Operation and Maintenance)

Total Present Worth at SH

Total Remedial Action Wilh
Lanolin Closure

ALTERNATIVE 1

NO ACTION

Does not apply

f

The sH* remains at lha earn* alatua

No

Ma reduction of risk, future risk exist II drums
rupture or if potentially contaminated ground-
water reaches tha existing wells.

No protection provided.

Does not apply

ALTERNATIVE 2

GROUNDWATER COLLECTION
AND TREATMENT

• All materials are available
• Shjrry wall and Uench contractors ara

epadalued and may require additional
mobwiallon time

• SUd mounted QAC uruls widely available.
vendor wit] regenerate the carbon aa part
of the contract.

Coordination with other egandea la raqulrad
for these areaa:

HPOES discharge Umita raqulrad
COE approval of flood proofing ail*

Deed restrictions
Sue closure

Yea

Risk Irom direct release of contaminated
groundwater to the Maumee River and direct
human contact of groundwaler and surface
and subsurface safe achieved. Future risk la
controlled by operation and maintenance of
Ihe groundwalar collection and treatment
ayatem. soil cover and lane* and enforcing
tha deed restrictions.

Protection of human health and Ihe environ-
ment substantial but II raquiraa enforcement
ol lha site controls.

1.470,000

1.140,000

2.620,000

4,140.000

ALTERNATIVE 3

CONTAINMENT

Component* ara the sama aa Alternative 2

Same level of ettortrs required aa In Atlerne-
Uve2

Yes

Includea all the components of Alternative 2
plua containment of Ihe waste raducae the
volume of contaminated groundwalar to be
collected and treated.

Protection of human health and tha environ-
ment substantial but II requree enforcement
ot the site controls.

1.860.000

1,050.000

2.140,000

6.260.000

ALTERNATIVE 4

SOIL EXCAVATION FOR
DRUM REMOVAL

• AHernelive 2 Is Included
• Sufficient storage area exists on site lo

stockpile drums and soil during excavation
• Offslla Incineration capacity is limned
• No special requirement tor Ihe excavation

contractor

Sama level of effort la required aa In Alter-
native 2 Including the shipping and handling
ol the drums tor incineration. This requires
coordination with DOT and RCRA.

Yes
Includes all of Ihe components ol Alternative
2 plus Ihe reduction of Ihe volume ol buried
waste

Protection of human health and Ihe environ-
ment substantial but II requires enforcement
ol tha sne controls.

4A 2.030.000
4B 4.570.000
4C 6.560.000

4A 1.140.000
4B 1.140.000
4C 1.140.000

4A 3.170.000
4B 5.710.000
4C 7.700.000

4A 5.490.000
4B 6.030.000
4C 10.020.000

ALTERNATIVE 5

INCINERATION

• Alternative 2 is included for tha ground-
waler collection system

• Incinerator contractors wilh experience sre
Hmlled and scheduling coula be a concern

• Adequate storage capacity lor excavated
soil Is not available so incineration and
excavation must be closely scheduled with
mobtiemob tor the excavation.

More coordination Is required than Alternative
2-4 because of the additional need lor trial
burns and to meet the substantive require-
ments tor sir emissions Irom Incineration

Yes
Includes all ot the components of Alternative
2 plus the maximum reduction in the volume
of contaminated weste but deposits a in-
cinerolor ash on site which presents e poten-
tial risk ol elevated Inorganic concentration
In lha soil

Protection of human heetlh and Ihe environ-
ment substantial but H requires enforcement
of the site controls.

5A 9.950.000
SB 32,730.000
5C 44.400.000

5A 1.050.000
SB 1.030.000
SC 1.030,000

5A 11.000000
58 33.600.000
SC 45.430.000

5A 13.320.000
SB 36.120000
5C 47,750.000

MUNICIPAL
LANDFILL

AN services and mateneli are available

Coordination for landfill closure

Yes
No immediate nsk present at th'i lunn D>>-'
provide for stabilization of Ihe landfill in In
100 year flood plain.

Protection from washout ol Ihe lincliil turn -
flooding echieved.

1.120.000

1.140.000

2.320.000

2.320.000

FIGURE 22(PAGE30F3|
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE
FT. WAVNE REDUCTION FS
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excavated and liquids incinerated is dependent on the risk-based area
(A, B or C) selected. Alternative 5 includes incinerating the
excavated drums containing liquid wastes and soils/wastes. The amount
of drums excavated and liquids and soils/wastes incinerated is also
dependent on the risk-based area (A, B or C) selected.

B. Compliance with ARARs

All of the alternatives, except for the no action alternative, would
meet all applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements of
Federal and State environmental laws. Table 13 indicates the
applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements for each of these
alternatives.

C. Long-term Effectiveness and Permanence

Alternatives 2 and 3 employ solely containment type technologies and
all the buried drums and wastes would remain in place undisturbed.

Alternative 4C would remove 4,600 buried drums containing liquids
which serve as the primary source of contaminant releases to
subsurface soils and groundwater. Alternative 4A and 4B would remove
600 and 2,500 drums respectively. The number of drums removed in
Alternative 4C represents 100% of the drums anticipated to be present.
Alternatives 4A and 4B would remove 13% and 54% of the total number of
drums anticipated to be present, respectively. In all of these
alternatives, the contaminated subsurface soils and wastes would be
reconsolidated on-site and the liquid drum contents incinerated.

Alternative 5A would treat a relatively small volume of contaminated
soil, approximately 4,400 yd3, and 600 drums. This represents 13% of
the total number of drums anticipated to be present and 10% of the
contaminated subsurface soils and wastes above target level
concentrations. Alternatives 5B and 5C would increase: the volume of
contaminated soil that is treated to approximately 31,000 yd3 and
45,000 yd3 respectively and the number of drums excavated to 2,500 and
4,600 respectively. Alternative 5B treats 69% of the contaminated
soils/wastes above target levels and 54% of the total number of drums
anticipated to be present. In all of these alternatives the
soils/wastes and liquid drum contents are incinerated and the residual
ash disposed on-site.

All the alternatives (2, 3, 4 and 5) require long-term maintenance be
performed at the site. The long-term risks associated with exposure
to, and migration of, the remaining wastes will be reduced by ensuring
the following long-term activities are performed:



Table 13 (Page 1 of 4)

APPLICABLE OR RELEVANT AND APPROPRIATE REQUIREMENTS

Law, Regulation, Policy,
and Standard Anollcatlon

Alternative
2 3 4

RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT (RCRA

40 CFR 261:

Definition and identification
Definition and identification of
waste material as hazardous

•!. j

40 CFR'262:

Standards for generators of
hazardous waste

40 CFR 263:
Standards for transport of
hazardous waste

40 CFR 264:
Standards for treatment of
hazardous waste

Generator requirements include
identification of waste generation
activity, obtaining EPA ID number,
record keeping, and use of uniform
national manifest

The transport of hazardous waste
is subject to requirements includ-
ing DOT regulations, manifesting,
record keeping, and discharge
cleanup

Incineration requirements

40 CFR 264:
Standards for disposal of
hazardous waste

40 CFR 268:

Land disposal restriction

Closure requirements (western
portion of the site):
- Hybrid closure (under CERCLA)

- Landfill closure without minimum
technology requirements

Excavated waste disposed onsite.
may be subject to land disposal
restrictions if placement occurs.

X X X

40 CFR 257:

Standards for disposal
of solid waste

Closure' requirements (eastern
portion of the site)

X X X

40 CFR 264, Subpart I
Containers

Storage requirements for
containers

CLEAN WATER ACT (CWA)

40 CFR 122, 125:

National Pollutant'Discharge
Elimination Systems (NPDES)

Discharges of extracted/treated
groundwater will be subject to
substantive requirements of the
NPDES process if discharged to the
Maumee River. NPDES is adminis-
tered by the state

X X X
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Law, Regulation, Policy,
and Standard

40 CFR 403:

Effluent Guidelines and
Standards: Pretreatment
Standards

40 CFR 230:
Dredge and Fill Requirements

Ambient Water Quality
Criteria

CAA Section 109 and
40 CFR 50: National Ambient
Air Quality Standards

Alternative
Application

Discharges of extracted/treated
groundwater will be subject to
pretreatment requirements if
discharged to the POTW

Actions in a wetland or floodplain

AWQC may be used for discharge
requirements where there are no
state water quality standards

Preconstruction review of
Incineration

NAAQS for PM10 applied to fugitive
dust

2 3 4 5

X X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

r

F

Occupational Safety and Health Act c
29 CFR 1910:
General standards for work
protection

29 CFR 1910:
Regulations for workers
involved in hazardous waste
operations

Worker safety for construction and
operation of remedial action

Worker safety for construction and
operation of remedial action

Hazardous Materials Transportation Act

49 CFR 100 through 199:
Transportation of hazardous
material

The transport of hazardous waste
is subject to DOT requirements

X X X X

X X X X r

INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS

EXECUTIVE ORDER 12372

40 CFR 29 State and local coordination and
review of proposed EPA assisted
projects

X X X X
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j

Law, Regulation, Policy,
and Standard

Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act

Alternative

Endangered Species Act

Section 7(c)

Application

Protection of fish and wildlife
when federal actions result in
the control or modification of a
natural stream or body of water

Consultation with the fish and
wildlife service if action may
impact endangered species or
critical habitat

Executive Orders for Flood Plains (EO 11988)

40 CFR Part 6, Subpart A

Executive Orders for Wetlands
(EO 11990)

Protection of flood plains
affected by remedial action

Protection of wetlands affected
by remedial action

X X X X

X X X X

X X X X

fc^-y^

]

J

J

INDIANA REQUIREMENTS

Indiana Hazardous Waste Management

Article 4 (320-IAC-4):
- Waste generation Identi-

fication, standards for
generators

- Standards applicable to
owners and operators of
hazardous waste facilities

- Closure/post-closure

Solid Waste Management
Permits 330 IAC' 5

Standards for Incineration

Closure of the western portion
of the site:
- Hybred closure (under CERCLA)

- Landfill closure

Closure of eastern portion of
the site

Indiana Waste Treatment Facilities Regulation

Article 3.1 (330-IAC)
Facility Construction

Construction of onsite treat-
ment plant

X X

X X

X X

X

X

X X

X X
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Law, Regulation, Policy,
and Standard Application

Indiana Waste Treatment Facilities Regulation

Article 3.1 (330-IAC)
Facility Construction

Construction of onsite treat-
ment plant

Indiana Water Pollution Control Board

Article 5 Industrial Pre-
treatment and NPDES Programs:
- Rules 1 through 10 NPDES

Permit

- Rules 11 through 15 Pre-
treaonent Standards

Indiana Water Quality Standards

Discharges of extracted/treated
groundwater will be subject to
substantive requirements of the
NPDES process if discharged to the
Maumee River. NPDES is adminis-
tered by the state

Discharges of extracted/treated
groundwater will be subject to
pretreatment requirements if dis-
charged to the POTW

330 IAC 1-1 Current Standards Can be used to set discharge goals

327 IAC 2-1 Proposed Standards Can be used to set discharge goals

Alternative

X X X X

Z X X X

r

r

i:
r.

E
r

GU757/36
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o Implementation of institutional controls (i.e., deed
restrictions and access restrictions).

o Operation and maintenance of the groundwater collection
system.

o Maintenance of the soil cover/cap,

o Groundwater monitoring.

D. Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility or Volume

Alternatives 2 and 3 would provide a reduction in groundwater
contaminants by 400 Ibs per year and 70 Ibs per year respectively, but
not in the toxicity, mobility or volume of the soil and drum
contaminants.

Alternative 4C will provide a reduction in the volume and toxicity of
the wastes at the site, with 400 Ibs of contaminants removed from
groundwater a year and 230,000 gallons of drum liquids incinerated.
Alternatives 4A and 4B will also reduce the volume and toxicity of the
wastes at the site with 400 Ibs of contaminants removed from
groundwater a year and 30,000 gallons and 125,000 gallons,
respectively, of drum liquids incinerated. All of these alternatives
provide for the reconsolidation of excavated soils/wastes on-site.
The contaminants remaining in the soils/wastes will still be mobile.

Alternatives 5A, 5B and 5C provide in varying degrees a reduction in
the contaminated soils/wastes and drummed liquids at the site.
Alternative 5A would incinerate 4,400 yd3 of soils/wastes and 30,000
gallons of drummed liquid waste. Alternative 5B would incinerate
31,000 yd3 of soils/wastes and 125,000 gallons of drummed liquid
wastes. Alternative 5C would incinerate 45,000 yd3 of soils/wastes
and 230,000 gallons of drummed liquid waste. All of these
alternatives provide for the disposal of the residual ash on-site.
The reduction achieved in the contaminated soils/wastes and drummed
liquid mass, volume and toxicity is traded against the additional mass
of the potentially toxic, but less mobile, residual ash disposed on-
site. Alternatives 5A, 5B and 5C will have 3,700 yd3, 26,000 yd3 and
37,800 yd3 of residual ash remaining after incineration, respectively.
Therefore, incineration of the soils/wastes is only providing a 10% to
16% reduction in the volume of contaminated soils/wastes.

E. Short-term Effectiveness

All of the alternatives (2, 3, 4, and 5) will present a short-term
threat to workers, the community and the environment during the
construction phase of the remedial action. The implementation of
various protective measures (i.e., dust suppressants, air monitoring,
runoff control, etc.) during the construction phase will minimize
these threats. Alternatives 4 and 5 would require a larger number of
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Alternative 4 involves the excavation of soils/wastes while
Alternative 5 involves an excavation of soils/wastes as well as an
on-site incinerator.

Alternatives 2, 3 and 4A will take relatively the same amount of time
to implement (14 to 20 months). Alternatives 4B, 4C and 5A will take
a little longer (26 to 30 months). Alternatives 5B and 5C will
however involve a significantly longer time frame to implement than
any of the other alternatives (42 to 60 months).

Each alternative will achieve protection against the principal threat
of groundwater contamination. Alternatives 4 (A, B & C) and 5 (A, B &
C) in addition to achieving protection against the principal threat
will in varying degrees minimize the major sources (drums containing
liquids and contaminated soils/wastes) contributing to the principal
threat.

Imp!ementabi1i ty

All of the alternatives (2, 3, 4 and 5) are technically feasible.
Some consideration should be given however, to the following items in
each alternative:

o Alternative 2

Soil cover and groundwater treatment system are simple
to construct, implement and maintain.

New trench technology although feasible is difficult
to predict scheduling or long-term performance.

Long-term slurry wall performance is not known but to
date other installations have performed well.

Construction in the 100 year floodplain and in the
wetlands can cause schedule delays and require
administrative controls.

Schedule delays can come from working in different
levels of protection.

o Alternative 3

Includes the items listed for Alternative 2.

Excavation through buried waste to install the
slurry wall has the unknown factor of how much
additional work slow down is involved in sorting
through the waste to build the wall.
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o Alternative 4 (A, B and C)

Includes the items listed for Alternative 2.

Excavation is a simple and straightforward technology.
Delays may be encountered from working in different
levels of protection and Having to sort through the
buried drums and debris.

Drums may have to be stockpiled until incineration
capacity becomes available.

o Alternative 5 (A, B and C)

Includes the items listed for Alternatives 2 and 4.

Scheduling excavation and incineration are important
criteria.

Excavating in the saturated zone is difficult.

Incineration of contaminated soil is a proven
technology but there is still limited information
and data available to design, operate and schedule
the process. Can be a high risk if all factors are
not considered.

In addition, each of the alternatives has the following administrative
difficulties:

o Obtaining NPDES permit limits
o Obtaining various approvals for the flood protection

strategy
o Obtaining deed restrictions

G. Cost

For each alternative, the total remedial costs (capital plus operation
and maintenance) including the municipal landfill closure in present
net worth are:

o Alternative 1 $ 0
o Alternative 2 $ 4,940,000
o Alternative 3 $ 5,260,000
o Alternative 4A $ 5,490,000

4B $ 8,030,000
4C $ 10,020,000

o Alternative 5A $ 13,320,000
5B $ 36,120,000
5C $ 47,750,000
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For all of the alternatives, the municipal landfill closure cost
(capital and operation and maintenance) is $ 2,320,000 of the total
remedial costs. In addition, the operation and maintenance costs for
all the alternatives are comparable ($ 1,029,000 to $ 1,149,000 of the
total remedial costs). Therefore, the primary difference between the
alternatives is the capital costs associated with each alternative.
Alternatives 2, 3 and 4A have comparable capital costs ($ 1,471,000, $
1,883,000 and $ 2,027,000 respectively). The capital costs for
Alternatives 48 and 4C are slightly higher ($ 4,568,000 and $
6,558,000 respectively) than the capital costs for Alternatives 2, 3
and 4A. Alternative 5A provides a slight increase in capital costs ($
9,951,000) but Alternatives 58 and 5C provide a significant increase
in capital costs ($ 32,729,000 and $ 44,401,000, respectively) when
compared to the other alternatives.

H. State Acceptance

The State of Indiana supports Alternative 4C - Soil Excavation for
Drum Removal. The State of Indiana recognizes the 10% cost share and
operation and maintenance responsibilities associated with this
alternative, if the remedial action is a fund lead action.

I. Community Acceptance

Community Acceptance is assessed in the attached Responsiveness
Summary. The Responsiveness Summary provides a thorough review of the
public comments received on the RI, FS and Proposed Plan, and U.S.
EPA's responses to the comments received.

X. THE SELECTED REMEDY

The selected remedy for the Fort Wayne Reduction Site is Alternative
4C - Soil Excavation for Drum Removal. This alternative is protective
of human health and the environment, attains applicable or relevant
and appropriate requirements promulgated under Federal and State
environmental laws, and is cost-effective. Treatment which
permanently and significantly reduces the volume, toxicity, and
mobility of hazardous substances is a principal element of the remedy.
Finally, this alternative utilizes permanent solutions to the maximum
extent practicable, and represents the best balance of the factors for
selecting an appropriate remedy at the site.

A. Municipal Landfill

The primary components for the remedy on the municipal landfill are
access restrictions (fencing and deed restrictions), a soil cover
designed for flood protection and a long-term groundwater monitoring
program. A soil cover compliant with Subtitle D - solid waste
landfill closure requirements is the appropriate extent of remedy for
this portion of the site. Historical information and the results of
the RI indicate this portion of the site was used as a
municipal/general refuse type landfill with little hazardous type
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materials being disposed. The risk assessment indicated that this
portion of the site does not currently pose a threat through direct
contact with surface soils. A part of the municipal landfill area is
however subjected to flood events. The resulting surface erosion
could expose wastes in this area creating a potential direct contact
threat or a wash-off of wastes into the Maumee River. Installing and
maintaining the soil cover will prevent surface erosion and ensure
protection of human health (of on-site trespassers) and the Maumee
River.

The risk assessment also indicated that the contaminants migrating
through groundwater to the Maumee River do not pose a threat to the
river. Ensuring future migration of groundwater does not pose a
threat to the river requires implementation of a long-term groundwater
monitoring program. The groundwater monitoring program will ensure
protection of the Maumee River through the use of alternative
concentration limits (ACLs) as a groundwater performance standard.

The criteria established in SARA Section 121(d)(2)(B)(ii) for the
application of ACLs stipulates that the following conditions be met at
the site:

o There are known and projected points of entry of
contaminated groundwater into surface water.

o There is no statistically significant increase of
hazardous constituents from ground water into surface
water at the point of entry or where there is reason to
believe downgradient accumulation may occur.

o The remedial action includes enforceable measures to
preclude human exposure between the facility boundary
and points of entry into the surface water.

All three of these conditions are met for the eastern portion of the
Fort Wayne Reduction site. Direct exposure to any contaminated water
on-site will be precluded through the use of deed restriction
prohibiting the use of groundwater on-site. The site's property
boundary is the discharge point to the Maumee River.

Conceptually, establishment of groundwater protection standards to
protect the Maumee River can be based on the following two criteria:

o No statistically significant increase in contamination
released to surface water will occur due to discharges from
groundwater at the site; and

o No statistically significant exceedance of a State of
Indiana Uater Quality Standard for surface water will be
allowed as a result of the groundwater discharge.
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The first criterion will be applied at the Fort Wayne Reduction site.
As the site presently exists, satisfying the first criteria will more
than satisfy the second requirement. Taking this approach will
provide a high degree of protectiveness for the Maumee River.

The mechanics of the groundwater monitoring program will be
specifically addressed in the remedial design (RD) phase of the
project. However, the basic groundwork for establishing an effective
monitoring program is described in the following discussion.

Initially, baseline groundwater quality levels will be developed to
better quantify present site contamination. The frequency, timing,
and protocol will be developed in a Quality Assurance Project Plan
(QAPP) with the objective of gathering representative data of
groundwater quality and its variation over a year's period. A
statistical test which accounts for the variation of the data will be
employed to measure compliance, and should be equivalent to or the
same as the "Cochran's Approximation to the Behrens-Fisher Student's
t-test". This test will be workable only if the approved sampling
protocol and analysis are strictly adhered to.

After baseline groundwater quality is determined and its statistic is
derived, subsequent compliance monitoring can be compressed to the
baseline statistic. For the subsequent monitoring events a new
statistic should be developed and compared to the baseline statistic.
If the new statistic exceeds the baseline statistic at the 95%
confidence limit there is high probability that a statistically
significant increase of a parameter(s) has occurred.

If any exceedance occurs which is statistically significant at the 95%
confidence limit, confirmation sampling and analysis should occur. If
subsequent sampling confirms a statistically significant increase in
the concentrations of the compounds of interest, a Remedial Action
Plan (RAP) will be developed over a limited period of time. While the
RAP is being developed, monitoring at an increased frequency will
occur. Based on the frequency of statistically significant increase
of the concentrations of the parameters monitored in the ground water,
EPA will make a decision regarding the need to implement a remedial
action. This decision process will be delineated in the RD stage. At
no time will discharges to the Maumee River exceed the State of
Indiana acute Water Quality Standards for the protection of aquatic
life.
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B. Western Portion of the Site

The primary components for the remedy on the western portion of the
site are:

o Access restrictions (fencing and deed restrictions)

o Groundwater collection and treatment

o Excavation of risk-based Area C for drum removal

o Incineration of drummed wastes

o Reconsolidation of soils/wastes on-site

o Soil cover

o Flood protection and wetlands protection

1. Access Restrictions

As the remedy will leave materials on-site above health-based
levels, access restrictions are necessary to ensure overall
protection of human health and the environment. Installation of
a fence at the site will deter trespassers and assist in
preserving the integrity of the soil cover. Deed restrictions
will be implemented to control future development and groundwater
use at the site.

2. Groundwater Collection and Treatment

The risk assessment identified the groundwater and groundwater
seeps discharging to the Maumee River as exceeding the State of
Indiana acute water quality standards. By installing a
groundwater collection system downgradient of the wastes, this
unacceptable discharge is controlled. The performance goals of
the collection system are to: collect groundwater prior to
discharge into the Maumee River and reduce infiltration into the
collection system from river recharge.

The fate of the collected groundwater will be determined during
the RD phase of the project. Based on current information, it is
not known whether treatment of the collected groundwater will be
necessary. If the combined groundwater meets the following two
criteria, monitoring rather than treatment would be acceptable
prior to discharging it to the Maumee River:
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o the contaminant levels present in the combined
groundwater flow meets the NPDES permit limits
established for a discharge to the Maumee River;
and

o the contaminant levels present in the combined
groundwater flow are at or below those levels
achieved by the Best Available Technology (BAT).

If the contaminant levels present in the combined groundwater
flow exceed these criteria, then groundwater treatment prior to
discharging to the Maumee River would be necessary. This can be
accomplished by an on-site treatment plant. The other option
would be using the POTW. Any discharge to the POTVI would have to
meet the pretreatment standards of the POTW.

The removal of drums, a primary source for groundwater
contamination, may impact the length of time groundwater
collection and monitoring or treatment is necessary. Therefore,
a review program will be established during the RD phase of the
project. The purpose of this review program is to establish set
periods in time when U.S. EPA in conjunction with IDEM will
evaluate all the data pertaining to the groundwater collection
and treatment, or groundwater collection and monitoring, program
in place. Based on the review, U.S. EPA in conjunction with IDEM
can then decide whether to continue, modify or eliminate the
program in place.

3. Excavation of Risk-based Area C for Drum Reaoval

This component of the remedy includes the removal of drums. The
area to be excavated is that portion of the site defined as risk-
based Area C. A total of 4,600 intact drums is estimated to be
contained in Area C. The removal of 4,600 drums represents a
maximum reduction in drums containing liquids in the western
portion of the site.

4. Incineration of Drummed Liquids

This component requires the drummed liquid wastes be incinerated.
The FS specified incineration being implemented at an off-site
RCRA compliant incinerator. The selected remedy however is best
configured to allow for the option of incinerating the drummed
liquids on-site or off-site, depending on which option is less
costly at the time of remedy implementation. The short-term
risks to the community during on-site incineration are
manageable, and balance against the risks to the community during
the off-site transport of wastes to an off-site incinerator.
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5. Reconsolidation of Soils/Wastes On-slte

This component of the remedy requires the reconsolidation of the
excavated soils/wastes on-site. Although incinerating the
soils/wastes would provide for a complete destruction of the
organic compounds, the incineration process might result in a
potentially toxic ash. This ash would be redeposited on-site and
the inorganic constituents in the ash would present a risk to the
environment. Therefore, a minimal reduction in risk is obtained
by incinerating the soils/wastes. Incinerating the soils/wastes
would however result in a significant cost increase (5 to 7 times
the capital cost of Alternative 4C). A comparison of the benefits
(risk reduction) received from incinerating the soils/wastes to
the associated cost increase makes incinerating the soils/wastes
impractical. In addition, the other components of this remedy
ensure adequate protection is provided against the soils/wastes
reconsolidated at the site.

6. Soil Cover

After considering the remedial action goals for the site, the
other components in the remedy and the technical information on
the site, it was determined that a hybrid closure under CERCLA
authority is the appropriate closure for the western portion of
the site. This hybrid closure is basically a soil cover that
meets the following requirements:

o A compacted cover that is applied, compacted and
maintained continuously over any point of the area.

o The final cover shall have a slope of not less than 2%
and not greater than 33%.

o The cover soil shall be of a Unified Soil
Classification of ML, CL, MH, CH or OH, or other
material determined to be suitable.

0 The maximum projected erosion rate shall be 5 tons per
acre per year.

In addition, a maintenance program inclusive at a minimum of the
following, will be necessary for the soil cover:

o Inspections
o Maintenance of final cover and vegetation
o Maintenance of the final contours to provide for

minimum slope and no ponding of water
o Control of vegetation
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7. Flood Protection and Wetlands

This remedy requires the implementation of flood protection
measures as part of the site is located within the 100-year
floodplain. In addition, all construction activities under this
remedy should not adversely impact the two on-site wetlands. If
an adverse impact to either wetlands is unavoidable than the loss
should be compensated through enhancement of an on-site wetlands.

XI. STATUTORY DETERMINATIONS

U.S. EPA and IDEM believe the selected remedy satisfies the statutory
requirements to : Protect human health and the environment, attain
ARARs, be cost-effective, utilize permanent solutions and alternate
treatment technologies or resource recovery technologies to the
maximum extent practicable and provide the preference for treatment as
a principal element.

A. Protection of Human Health and the Environment

The selected remedy (Alternative 4C) provides protection of human
health and the environment through a combination of treatment and
engineering and institutional controls.

1. Municipal Landfill

The risk assessment indicates this portion of the site does not
pose a threat through direct contact with surface soils or
migration of groundwater to the Maumee River. The primary focus
for this component of the remedy is monitoring future potential
risks associated with this portion of the site by implementing a
long-term groundwater monitoring program and providing a Subtitle
D - solid waste landfill closure (soil cover with flood
protection measures). This is the appropriate extent of action
needed at this time to ensure protection of human health and the
environment.

2. Western Portion of the Site

Excavation for buried drums and incineration of the drum contents
will provide a significant reduction in the primary source of
contaminant releases to subsurface soils and groundwater. The
groundwater collection system adequately addresses the currently
unacceptable groundwater and groundwater seep discharge to the
Maumee River. In addition, the groundwater collection system
will adequately address any future migration of contaminants into
groundwater from the contaminated soils/wastes remaining on-site.
The collected groundwater will be properly treated, if determined
to be necessary, and discharged. The soil cover and access
restrictions, controlling future uses of the site, eliminate any
direct contact threat due to the contaminated soils/wastes
remaining at the site. The use of flood protection measures will
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ensure the contaminated soils/wastes remaining on-site within the
floodplain are not exposed, thereby eliminating any threats
associated with exposed soils/wastes.

The short-term impact of the drum excavation and on-site
construction are manageable and can be accomplished in an
environmentally sound fashion. Likewise, the off-site transport
or on-site incineration of the estimated 4,600 drums present
manageable short-term impacts.

B. Attainment of Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements
(ARARs)

The selected remedy - Alternative 4C - will meet all ARARs of Federal,
and more stringent State environmental laws. Table 14 presents the
ARAR requirements for the selected remedy. Two types of ARARs
addressed in Table 14 warrant further explanation: closure
requirements, and contaminant concentration limits in groundwater.

The closure requirements of the Resource Conservation Recovery Act
(RCRA) are not "applicable" because the wastes at the site were
landfilled before RCRA requirements took effect, and implementation of
the selected remedy will not constitute new land disposal of the
wastes.

Under the selected alternative, waste currently present on the western
portion of the site will be excavated to allow for the removal of
drums, the soil and wastes will then be reconsolidated in the ground
within the area of contamination. This reconsolidation of soil and
waste does not constitute disposal of the material so RCRA Subtitle C
closure requirements are not applicable, but they are relevant. After
considering RCRA Subtitle C closure in place for the western portion
of the site, it was determined that it would not be appropriate based
on the characteristics of the site (See discussion in Table 14, Action
Specific ARARs, under potential ARAR: 40 CFR 264). Under the
circumstances present, it is more appropriate to pursue a "hybrid"
closure approach, similar to the approach outlined in the proposed
RCRA regulations at 52 Federal Register 8712 (march 19, 1987). While
RCRA Subtitle C closure is thus determined not to be an ARAR for the
western portion of the site, the selected "hybrid" closure combines
certain appropriate aspects of RCRA "clean closure" with appropriate
aspects of RCRA "closure in place" and a purge and treat system for
contaminated groundwater.

The eastern portion of the site primarily contains municipal refuse.
Closure under RCRA Subtitle D, as described in Indiana requirements,
is not applicable due to the dates the landfill was operated, but it
is relevant and appropriate and thus determined to be the action
specific ARAR for closure of this portion of the site. (See discussion
in Table 14, Action Specific ARARs, under potential ARARs: Indiana
Requirements: Solid Waste Management Permit Regulations).
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An evaluation of closure options is further discussed in the FS (pages
4-9 to 4-11).

Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCL) and Maximum Contaminant Level Goals
(MCLG) under the Safe Drinking Water Act are similarly not ARARs for
this site. As the affected groundwater is not a drinking water source,
MCLs and MCLGs are not "applicable" standards. Further, since little
potential for future use of the affected groundwater between the
source of contamination and the known projected points of groundwater
discharge into the Maumee River adjacent to the site, MCLs and MCLGs
are not "relevant and appropriate" standards. As noted above in the
Selected Remedy Section, SARA Section 121(d)(2)(B)(ii) specifically
recognizes that circumstances such as those at this site are
appropriate for application of Alternative Concentration Limits (ACL)
as determined by a process set out in RCRA regulations at 40 CFR
264.94. While this RCRA ACL regulation is not applicable (see closure
discussion above), it is relevant and appropriate at this site. The
process of determining the ACLs will take place during the RD.

C. Cost-Effectlveness

1. Municipal Landfill

The components selected represent the most cost-effective means
for addressing the long-term concerns associated with this
portion of the site.

2. Western Portion of the Site

The costs associated with the following components of the
selected remedy - Alternative 4C - are necessary to protect human
health and the environment:

o Access restrictions

o Groundwater Collection System

o Groundwater treatment, if necessary

o Flood protection and wetlands protection

The additional cost associated with excavating and incinerating
the drum contents from risk-based Area C ensures the drum
contents are permanently treated. Incinerating the drum contents
provides for a maximum reduction in the contaminants associated
with the drum contents. Permanent treatment can not be gained for
any lesser costs and the wastes of most concern, due to their
toxic and mobile nature, are treated. Although Alternatives 4A
and 4B include drum removal as a component, they do not provide
as significant a reduction in the number of drums at the site. As
the increase in capital costs from Alternative 4A to 4C is only
slight and Alternative 4C achieves the most contaminant
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RCRA S<iblillf 6 (put J5M tlllhllthtt
quiilelines lor lind disposil licililitt lor
nonhmrdous solid milt. fltitdiil ictlonl
iif luvt mild in pNct, coniollditt
•lilts, ir dispost ol Ireitienl residues
onsilt. Held lo dtltriint ho» cloiurt i»i
disposil ipply lo Ihis lilt. leciust lht
tilt hit Uo dltlint inn, Iht
iliiiiiltrislitt ol (hi irtii nttd lo it
considtrtd.

Vrtlirn irei! (!) Ihe iijoriU ol ulrrlil
i( hiurdous: I?) Rililixlf lirfl voUn if
• lilt pmrnl ||!|. Ihtrt ii I •mini
dimt (tnliM Ihitil | Ml <!>• potentlll
lot ( iqrj l ion ol con|i>ln<ntl lo (hi
qrouriiMIrr ind lusiqutnlty (o Iht rUtf It
ift»nl;(i| lotj l qiounJmUr dlichir^r Iroi
Ilit silt is tilrotlf sull

Eisltrn inn (I) Port ion dot* not prutnl i
dir tc l contul lbriil;|?| Currinl rtliist It
Ihe ( jttr is proleili«t;|]| l)i|orltf ol
oistt is ^tntrtl itlust.

(tutril rt^nlrtniiU lor lind dltpoiil
liclllllllti. Sptclllc solid milt
UMitiiAt (ttutt tri ri\tr«td lor \\t
slid. Ktlir to iictloD en IndUnt UMi.

Poltntijllj Clmuri rtqulrtirnlt ondrr «C»« Sublillr ( |<s
dtliiltd in Ihc Indiinin it^uiittmltl aoinn
cltsurt (I nonhiitrdous lolfd nislt ineludn,!)
lunicipil refuse. Ihe itltritj in Iht tisltin
portion ol Ihe silt it priurilv lunicipil
refuse. Ihrrtlort, Subt i t le D closurt
it^uirtttnll art ippropriilt lor Ihis portion nl
Iht tilt.

foltnllllly Itciutt ol Iht volutt ol hnirdous lubslinips in
Iht vtslirn portion ol Iht tilt, Subtillt D-Sohd
Visit lindlill closure it rele»ini but nut
ippropriite.

>vt

\H . \T> Kilibnil Pol
llniniliyn S,ilt«i

Pollulinl Ihis s e c t i o n ol Iht CVA rejgliles Iht
disdiKqe ol mlti into surltit mttr
bodies. Hit ruediil illernitiytt liy includt
Iht disdiirqe ol Irtiled or unUtittd
9iound»j|rr ID Iht Itiuiee Riier.

Iht Stilt ol Indlini (in lulkorlnllon lo
tdiltliltr NPDES in Indlini, Reler Ip tht
tlilt WAR tec)ion lor iptcllit rtquirtienll.

Itt KPDES distliirft rtquirtitnls irt ipplidblp jnil
tubsdntivt dischuot rtquirtitnls "ill hivr lo bt
ill, illhouth idiinlslriliit riquirtitnls It
peril!) wil l no I bt required beeiuse it I ion it
ontilt.

U HA 101 diluent Guidel ines <nd
\.,\,ii,; Prt l r t j l icnl Slmilirds

I tin ml ion tsliblishti irttrtllitnl
sliiidirdslbulh qenenl ind clleqor iol| n
ll.e loiiliol ol pollutinls ditthirfts into
PIIIUs. Ihe reiediil illtrnillvts uy incli
Hip dis ihirge ol Irrilrd or unlrtiltd
qioundoilei lo the lodl PUIU.

lor
nto

incNdt

llschirft I* POIK tiitt not emit piss
Ihroooh. Inltrlerencc, »lolilion ol iptcll
ironilllloni. or «lo|j|!ons ol locil
Ilillilloni or ordininctt. POU should

'tllher hivt in [PA-iipro«fd pcttrtittiiit
proirio or hivt sullicienl itchiniiis lo
lee I Hit rtqulrtitnli ol Iht nilionij
irtlrtltotnl projrio Ii icctpling CtfiCLA
milt.

Til Prtlrtltitnl rtouirt<tnlt «ill hive la bt itl lor
fittrartjt lo POIK.

i ii t\U OitOqt ind I ill Krquiieients Rtiulilei Ihe disihirqr ol drrdqtd or (ill
•iieriil into Ihe t i l e rs ol Ihe U.S.
A»Uuiil| uniler Seilnm (01 ol Ihe IW
rilenils lullorily lo mi luJe icloilies
ll leit inq MV| Unds/lloiiilpUins

On tulujllon ol I hi probiblt lipicls ,
including cuiulilivt npicls ol Ut propottd
ulioilr on Iht public inlirttl.

Tes »(h»ilies iiill br in t lloodpNtn ind j .p|U»rt.
Itiis •!{( invotr Sedion 101 rttquireienls jllii'infh
no prrnl mil bt required. See lot il ion spr i i fu
RBARi lor ntllinds ind Itoodpliins.
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Poltfttill ARAH Iliutl

A«,U Stilus

AplHcibli
Itltvinl Ifid
*pproprlilt liscutsion

lib.inj Hilrr Prolti l ion

tht proltclion striltqr dots not Involxl Ut llriti|r Ucltdtl (ildtllnil 01
poltnliil AftAfis but dots contiin policy clissll|iln| f/oundmttr lor (PA diclslons
ililtitnls to bt lonsidtrtd. Hit ilrilti< tlltclii| |rw«dml»r prottclion ind
includts clissilicilion ol iquiltrs. Nttl to (orttctift ictioni. Crlltrll Includes
dtttitint il \bt oioundnltr piottcllon
ttri\t)f •ill ciust irounimttr riiloriilM
lo bt considtrtd.

.
Itporlinci, ripliciibilllf,

M» it Tht Ihllln iqultcr II rgrrtnll* not in list. Ihr
CMiidtrtd* uttibilily II liiiltd kj quinlilf. Conitqiitnlly,

jquilef rttlorilion ii not bt considtitd it i
ifiiditl foil. In iddition, tilt (ondiliom >ttl
tht rfqulfeiKili ol C(f)Cll) l2l|d|(2|IB|lii|.

Ai l ICAA)

I.1A Srcl ipn 101 Ind 40 CFI 30 Hitionil
>;.liini| Air luilily Slindirdi

SfH iiitionii iibltnl ilr qmlltf ilindirdi fri-CMitnctlM li»li«
to illiin ind ninliin ptiiify ind mondiff
ilindndi to ptol tct public htillh ind Iht
tnvironitnl. Nttd to dcltriint ho« liptctl

to rtirdiil icliont. Ititdiil iclloni
ti| rtsutl in nn touriti ol ilr

iniludinq innutrition ind

No Foltntlillr Purpoit ol (hit rtirlti It to obliin tonslruclion
ptriil. CtBtlft 121 It) tittpli ontilt iclivititi
Iroi obliininq ptriili. Ho»r>fr. Ibis rttitu
•ould itl rtqulrtttnt lo lullill subslinlivf
rtquirtitnts ind condition! ol Hit ptmttinf
proctss.

Hilor lourci piriit
PS! prroll
tonitlilnitil irii ptrolt
VlslbtW, »tt«U

ldl>illci kould quilil| II iljor louritt. II not
i iljor sourct nould it nti>( Irci subtlintitt
rcqtmtitiili ol njor soucit otnits, PSO («<it«,
•onilliinitnt rtiritn. or »i»ibililf ptmt.
Ihtrlort, Ihisi rtqultiitils tri (tlttinl kill not
ipproprlllt.

Itqiirtitnls irt sourti tpttlllcM Srdion III lf» Sourer Ptrlorunit
l IlltllftlV

Pioiulgilts slindirds lor nf» sourcts ol ilr
riisiiont. Rrtd to dtltriini ll ipply lo
poltnliil (titdiil idions.

Poltnliillr M ipplldblr btciuit kSPS i't lor tptijl ic
sonrci IfPts. hoiir«tr. ny br rtlr>inl md
Ipproprillt ll Ihr pollulinl tiilltd ind Iht
ItcKnotoqi tipltytd durini tltinup jtr
sollicitnllf sinlir lo (It pollulinl md Int
souiit. till bt rtltunl ind ipp'opmlt loi
iMintulion. Dould net bt r»l»ijnl mil
ippropiiilt loi ixifilion, b'duit touritli.t.,
riiivilionl is not siiilir. Air bt i lo br
(onsidtrrd lor >olililr tii^ioM lro>
tKKilions btciusr ol siiilinlf ol pollulinls
it silt lo (host sought lo bt conlrollrd.
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Potlitllil ARAB

UN ltd Stindirdi lor disposil ol
.JIll.luS -Jilt

ADAH Stilus

Issutt ipplltitlt
Rtlmnl nt
Approprlili III SUM 1m

BCRA (pirl 2M| isliblishtt rttulilUnt
cover ino Iht ditposil ol biiirdout milt.
Aeiediil at ions uy lent otstfi In plltl,
lonsolidili visits, or dispose ol trfitienl
residues onsite. Heed to detertitt kou
c losu re >nd disposil ippljf tl Ikit till,
Beciuse Ihe s i t e kit Ino dislinl iren.
Ihe cn i r j i (e r i s t i cs ol the irfit need (• bi
considered.

Vrsttrn irui |t| Iht Hi drill tl itliriil
is hmrduusj (?) Re l i l i ve l v liro,i loli/ie (I
mste pieieulilM. Ilieit is i tinin)
direct i on lj<l Ilimtj HI (hi poltnllil
lot liqrilion ol contitininls lo Ibr
i)roijnj«jUf jnd (usrquei)lly lo I hi rim li
piistflt; |i| lot)) qrounlmler dischirji Iroi
Hit silt jincluilin; inlillrition) Is
fiUeiely mil.

Eiiltrn im: (I) Portion dots nol prtstiit i
dirxl iimljrl lfirrj||(?| Current celtisf la
Hie mil is prolnlirf||)l nijortlf ol
•jslt is qdicitl icluse.

Netd lo deleriine «ln( silt utilities
Iriqger RfHA disposil requirtieols.

Iki fillwli| in cteiwn iillMii

Clm clmrii thiiir Uli tl.urr |?tl
Subpjrl t) luldeiiti li Itil i«f to«Uiiii«ls
)»ll U Idnoll iilll lot lopicl iny
rivlronnnUI ndli l« nctit ol unit
tlliblishtd livtli (bit till no I rtsull ti i
tbrul li buiin Irtlltk ind tki tmironnitt ..
Hull bl lit ulthU Iki fjclllr

Do Poltnllilly lfli»i«t ta Iht lesltrn portion ol tbt tilt
btcitist It conliini hiindout Nislt. Approprult
il Iht rtitdiil iclio* CM rnim the visits.

Itltviiil but ut ippraprliti to titttrn portion
ol Ibi lilt bictust ol still volute ol hjunlous
mid rtltlivt lo tht «olu«t ol tbt luniciiul
lindlill jnd lick ol duonslrjttd risk.

Undllll cliturit Undtr (kit closuri (7il
Subpirl I) Iki rallo«li| ilitinli in
Includtdi Finil covir la aiiltin ti^r
al liquid!, hivi tlniiil tilntinince,
protott drifii«i, titiilit erosion,
iccotoditi selllin] ind nlntiji '"

Poti«tUII(

ud covir/cip feriiibilllt al lest tkin id
nittril subsoils or liner. Includes post
closurt ulnleninci iti to»ltori»|

tppllcibli to Ibt western porjian ol Ihe sile, il
the illtrnilitr conliins disposil,

l»lt»»nl but 10! ipproprliti lor tht miter*
portion ol Iki sill. Set tht discussion belon on
Hybrid closurt.

Hybrid cliiuril Undtr Iblt claturi the
lurusi It lo dtsi|n ind lishion I closuri
Ihil cotblifs tki rillviit ind ippropriili
portion al Suklltli C tin* Closures ind

II C lindllll closures it rilition la
portion
(ublillt
till spicilit requlreienls. Ihii it

iplUhed »ndit C
I hit fiCM lulhorily.
iccoiplUhed »ndit CfRCU mlhorlU rither

No PoltMiillT for tht .esttrn portion al IM (ill e«h oMhe
illtrnitiits coiUins t fraundtiltr collcitii'n
S|Sttt, deducing inliltrition Hill nol (hjiiijp Ihe
hit or cost ol iroundmter collection.
Inlillrilion •lit b( MusMnq, aottnliillf rtduit
Ihe lobiliti, taiicity. mi nolun ol tht
conliiinints ii tbi toils. Ibttc licit in
coibiiilioit «itk the alhir silt titcilic
conditions lite j 'hybrid closure rrltxnt <nd
ippropriiti lor tkit portion ol Ihe tile

IfItiml tut tat ippriprlilt la eislern portion
ol Ihe till beciasi ol sxll volute ol tuiirdom
•lilt ind lick al ditonslrilid risk.



ui_.n_ i-r i \ ew iew ui AM. 01 on Juec I I 1C MKMKS Itlmit ltd
Coltnlul lltR ttimi llfllrilloll tppllcH' Ipl'oprlili

,11. ...I Snlrlf iflj lid 111, All

i ,1,1 ilio GniMii iiinauJk lor .mill Froxiit i nit uoripiin Sttiril ttiilriiiili li ISH( li tnvldi i tti (ppllti li ill iiirlplitii
...i..ii..,i mrkilirt Irti *l kiri

.Mill IVIO. »fquiilions lor norlm Ritulilt lriiii*|, prottflUi to,ultillt. foiclllf ril,lllrilMll ll RSHI rifillllMI. T« ' ippjlrt ll ill norltri ll (hi lilt .
,.,..,in-j in hjuiJjui .Jilt oprMlionk proper liiniiliiij ol mlei, iailloMt| ol duriia, cooilruclion mi optriliori il

riployte litillll. tilt inloriilioo, <nd iclloti.
euigcniy protrdurti lor »ol\in ll
UuMuui »>slt o|itrilii»i.

i t. njlriuli luiupui 1^1 IUA Ail

(I iU fnU let Il,ioui)t, Iff Irjniporlilio* dtoalilts Ibt Irjmpoil ol hiiirdni Ifltlllc Ml rtl,*lriltolt lor llbtlllof, Poltilllllf If Ibt rtitdUl iclm iMoNtt Ikt olltilt
.1 l.mi.kii> ulnuU ultiiili. Hrtd In drltriiot ban Ibit onkl|lll, iklpojiif oipm/ajllltilUa,, »d IrHipirl ol milt, RCM fco.ui<ci lot ll.r

jpplifi la rtudiil tilioni. Irioiporl by rill, ilririll, «ttitl, mi Irioiooililiiii ol mtltt kt cottiilrnl mlh I
ki|kmf, rtfuiltiOTii noiild bt jpplidklt.

.1 l . , . n u . , i t « \ l \ I ' u l n , / , i l

'..•iiiiw l»?l?lli l Iht tulmlioi o l lb t iivlriioiiliMilKl I itllHHl il mlrMmlll liful> 1* "• OKI II ill loot iri titiiltd Iroi Ibt ktn
ol IrJeifl idiom. Httd It dtltfiilt Ihi rtfuirlittl it Unit (M t dtciiiio uliaf pi)
jpt|i«billlr ol NfClt la Ibt lilt rmdiil 10 nUcliof i ititdiil niton illtrrulitt i« lit
idiom. liincliooil ro,iii«ilttl ol I hi flP* itilym.

..,.,,.1.1 it,in ol frJrul Protrj it
I,., Il, M IMI) .̂̂ ^ , - • • -

, l lU)1 Slilt »d lo«l (oordinillot itid ri*lm il FM idololllritor il ritilrid ll tiiimlnlt In • fnjttl rti.vlrM littri.o»tfMt»lil ri«it.
OIOIIUMJ lf» in'uttJ ptoj tcU «llk ilill ltd (Kll illlcUU U t>iUU Ut froltd mil mi Itdtdl lundt

irificl, CMiull Milk alkir illtclid ltdiril
iiiulilt 1*4 pri»ldt i (o»i*l pirlid lor
ilill ri«ltv.

IKDIANA III 1)111 RUIN IS

, ii.inJujt Uitlr niniftnal Pioi|iii '

i. ....n.iiui idroiiiniiioii, iliodirili Rulet com Hi (Multttoti lor In (idtril rmUmiU Mfcf WML. «i\t fit dtlirtUilln lid Sti dtUrtliillM ltd dlumliti ftdirtl
' < ' ' • " • • iJtnliluiliuH ol UnUuui mill lid irifrii lir Ib lulioiilillii il diunuiom fidiril rtquirtitnli under RCM.

iljnJiiJi lor itdtrilon. iiMlllllli Mdtr KM. Ftdtril KM proirio rtiulrtitnli under Kll.
Mill iiily lltci itilt rinlrtmli irt

,..,!-. i|,phul<lc lo omtn jnd Slitdirdi ippliublt to omiri nd iptrilori lubiliillllly tinNiliil,
.1 i . ,i 1 iinj..w> k i t i t Uiililiti ol luniJoui uilt liiililict.

. . / , jUduiuK Slindirdt lor ctoivrtr'pailf loiurt ol
hjniJuui »jilt tlonijt, Irtilieal, dliioul
lj(i)ili(i,

i. r>j,u^i«nl fiukil llr^utilioiii ' " "** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .••••• ••••i«i«..,
• i "i '• • i M Hr^uirtitili lor Ikt tloturt il i lolld Flu) titir il In I til, iloit lui Iki* I no

• Hit umiititnl Ixil ity. ttitdlil ll I Ion ptrdol ltd ullboul diprtiiloni,
U( Irnr niiln in (Net, coiialldilt
ujitii, or Jitpotr ol {rtilitnl rtilduti
oniilt. Kriil lo drlmini hon cloiurt ltd
Jilpuiil (fpl) lo Dm vilt. Itduit Ibt
kilt Ink l»o dislinl mik, Ihi
ilui j> In iklut ol Ihr irtit tttd ll ki

Vrilcrn irtii III Itif iijorili ol
it liJuiiiuulj |)| Rrliliitl) |jr|t taluot ll
.nit |>irsinl)|lj. tWir ik 1 iiniiil
ilinil l mi I Ji I ||,rrjl| |l| Iht pulnllll
III! llffjlioi) Ol lufll liilUOU 10 lilt

qiuunj'tlri J«J tutti|urnll( lo Ihf rl»tr It
pi«\tnl[ |M laiil «lONiij.il(i ilikrliirfi jrio
Ilir Mir il tilirirlt lull.

lisUin mil tU '"li" ol ir*~~^i
Jirri l iLnlnl Inrtili 111 v .t»l i |lo
ll,r II.rr it pi nil I I nt; jl| ni|u(it I

Poltollilli CUwri tt«.«lrritoli mdrr KM Suolillt I
dtliiltd 10 Iht ludiiai* ii^untttnld ittn
ilotun ol noahiNrdoul lui id *i\it intlua
mniripil rilmi. Iht Kltritl 10 Ikr
orlioB ol Iht lilt il iriurily ouiiiii>i| irlm

Ihtrtlort. Subhllt 0 cloiurt it^uirrunlt tit
ipprotriilr lor Ihii porlioo il I hi tilt.

Itrimr il Iht rolvit al Itiurdtut tubil»rtt m~
Iht miltro oorlmn ol Iht lilr, Subhllt « Solid
Vi\lt Ijndtill ilotmr u rrlr>ml Iml i.nl
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Polrnlul ARM

• I, :li"jjcii'nl Pernl Re9ulJliont
.. i I.M 1 - 7 - 1 Pioposed Rules

MM Stilus

Issuet lequlrtitnti •pplltiblt
Helmut ind
Appropriilt lltmtio*

RH\iiteiinli lor Ikt closure il I tolld
•isle unigeient l«illl|r. Riieiiil iclioiit
uy Ifivf milet in plice, contolidili
until, or dispose a) tmtitnt rest duet
ontilt. N»d to deleuine hot cloiuri ind
disposil ipply to Ititt silt, letiust the
(ill his l»o dlllinl ireis, (hi
chine (er ist ics ol Ihi irm need ti It
considered.

is hmrdouii (2| (rljlivelj lirft voluw (I
Urileri jrnt |l| Ihe ujorllv ol iitrrlil

ii (2| (rljlivelj li
prtstnlij)). Ihirt li t

direct conlitl Ureil; Ml I he potcntiil
lot liqulion ol conliiininlt to Ihi
qround^lir tni lusrqufnllf to Nil rl«ir II
eiestnl) ji) Ulil orounduUr <itchlr)i IfOi
Iht lilt it iilniili mil.

Eisltfn KIII |l| for I ion <ott Hoi preterit I
d i rect conlict thml) 12) Currinl relciie to
the river it prolrdix) 111 Idiot HI ol
•isle it (inedl reluie.

Floil cmr it IH Int. Slop* I in Ik" l»o
pircitt <*d vilhoiil dipriiiioni.

I
lo To bi Cloiuri recuiriienlt under RCRA Subtitle I |n

contidind* diliilid in (hi Indunjn re^uireientsl lovirn
cloiuri ol nonhilirdoui solid ulsli includinj
lunicipil refuse. Iht •iltriil in (hi intern
portion ol (hi till it prinirily lunicipil refute.

• therefore, Subtitle I closure requirtienlt ire
ipproprule lor Ihit portion ol (hi till,

No Potenllilly liciutt ol the voluie of hjurdout subilinr.it In
(hi uttliri portion ol Ihe tilt, Subtitle 0-Solid
Visli linolill cloiuri it rileunl but not
jppropriili.

. -J . l r liejlitnl fjulilui K

n, lt J.I 1)10 • UC| Fic i l i ty Contlruclion Ihit rule reoulidt Ihi COTtlfvtlion tl fit ., tllirnitlrtf requiring Ihi construction of in
•lite treilitnl licililiis. (he reiediil • * ontile trcilnenl plini >ill hi«i to follon the
ictiont ii) require thai in ontiti treitient tubtlmtitt iiquirtieiiU ol Ikis. (u.\i.
plinl it conttructid.

i Ujlrf Pullulion Conlral Board

i., I, •> InJuSlrul Prelreilient ind NPDES

' Us I 10 KPOfS Peru) Ihis rule covert (lie requiriientt lor til - tht tubitinlivt riiuiriientf ol 4 KPOES penil
dischiiqe under in Indiini KPBfS. Rtiedlil in ipllidbli to ditcM'9ti.
111 ions result in i dischir|( ol jroundnltr
or Ireiled qrouAd.iltr.

« lis III) Prelreilienl SlinJirds this teclion etl'blithes pnlriilnenl Illchir)! I* fOIH null not Clutt fist In - PrttreiUtnl renuirrnmlt »ill hive to bi let lor
stindirdt lor the contro l ol pollulintt Ihrouoh. Inletlerence, violtlion ol specif ditihiro,e lo POIU.
d i s c h a r g e s into POIUs. the reiediil prohibitions, or violiliont ol locll
i l lernilivet tti include the dischiroe ol lioitillont or ordioincit.
tieiUd in unlieiled fniuniliiilet to (lie
Icinl PUIV.

.. • < ! ! I'.illnliun Cuiiliul

< i < l«i l I fuc)i/lni dust dunnq construction He îilrit every iviiltbli precjulion lo liken »et • Conslrgclion icliont could fenerili dull so Ihit
durin; fonslrutlion lo linniie lufilivi lequlilion «ould ipply
dutl lolttiont

M '.". l>il il |.i / VUC ciissmns I'm sile •ttmlifs (et • *tliens tnld îneiilt VQC M\\\<M\, •>» \\it\t
iruulihuns noiild ipplv

. V. 1.11 1) I.I t .

m
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MM Stilui

Rtlmnt i"4
I'uitnlul AHAR litutt Riqulrtiniti t^llcitli Approprlilf tlimilon

,, i .ull.JiUl > Hill Coinlruilion ind AlunJcMitnt Id
i . i I •.

LOCAL

lott
filrjtleJ/lrulid groundiitttr ti» ki lltikirit ti Win Nit not emir i vIoliUon Tn - ' Our tlickirifi (III km li coil I r «ltk
diiilurgiil to the COIN el ificfllc prohJIItiMi or Iliilillani ptitruliml riqgirniiti.
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Polrnliil ARAR litiftt

.1 Ui.,d.tllon md fltlo.eif Act IRCKA)

ARM Stilus

Riltivint ind
RfqulriitMl Appllciklt Approprjilt tlicusslon

l<i UI1 ?U: locllion ilindirtft lor (upon) HCRA jpirl HM tttiblilhti rtiulllloM
.1 l.ii<rJjut iitlt: Ucilion nilhin I00-|iir loifrino Iht diipotil ol riiiirdous milt.

Dtttdiil idiom iii lti«t mtlts In plic*.
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reduction, it was determined that Alternative 4C provides the
best balance between benefits achieved and cost.

Alternative 5 (A, B, C) is the only alternative besides
Alternative 4 to provide treatment of the waste materials on-
site. Alternative 5 (A, B, and C) includes incineration of the
contaminated soils/wastes as well as the drum contents.
Alternative 5A does not provide as much treatment as Alternative
4C but would cost more than Alternative 4C. Alternatives 58 and
5C provide treatment to areas relatively the same size as
Alternative 4C and the incineration of both drum contents and
soils/wastes from these areas would provide a greater degree of
cleanup. Although incineration would provide a complete
reduction of organic contaminants in the soils/wastes, the
potentially toxic ash from the incineration process would be
buried on-site. By redepositing the ash on-site, the collection
of groundwater and a long-term management program would still be
required for the site. In addition the cost of Alternative 5B and
5C is 5 to 7 times the capital cost for Alternative 4C. As
Alternative 5B and 5C do not provide a proportionally greater
reduction in risk to the environment for the additional cost, the
cost-effectiveness of these alternatives is questionable.

Although Alternatives 2 and 3 are less costly than the selected
remedy, the long-term uncertainties associated with solely
containment type remedies increases the potential for future
remedial action costs. Therefore, these alternatives do not
provide the most cost-effective solution to the site problems.

D. Utilization of Permanent Solutions and Alternative Treatment
Technologies to the Maximum Extent Practicable

1. Municipal Landfill

The risk assessment did not indicate a need to pursue any action
on this portion of the site beyond long-term management. If a
need to pursue further action arose, the more permanent
solutions, such as incineration, would be too costly. This is
primarily due to the size of the area, and technical
uncertainties caused by the heterogeneous waste type in this area
of the site.

2. Western Portion of the Site

The selected remedy - Alternative 4C - focuses on providing
permanent and significant treatment for a portion of the wastes
of concern (drummed liquids). Identification, excavation, and
treatment of these wastes is implementable. The alternatives
providing a greater degree of permanence present significant cost
and implementability issues rendering such alternatives not
practicable.
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E. Preference for Treatment as a Principal Element

1. Municipal Landfill

As the only action required as determined by the risk assessment
at this time is a long-term management program, treatment as a
principal element is not warranted.

2. Western Portion of the Site

Treatment of the drummed liquid wastes to reduce the toxicity,
mobility and of the hazardous substances in this portion of the
site is permanent. Therefore, the preference for treatment as a
principal element is met by the selected remedy.
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FORT WAYNE REDUCTION
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY

I. RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY OVERVIEW

In accordance with CERCLA Section 117, The United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management (IDEM) recently held a public comment period from May 4, 1988,
to June 7, 1988. The purpose of this public comment period was to permit
interested parties to comment on EPA's Feasibility Study (FS) and
Proposed Plan for addressing the problems at the Fort Wayne Reduction
site. A public meeting was held May 11, 1988, to present the FS and
Proposed Plan.

The purpose of this Responsiveness Summary is to document EPA's responses
to comments and criticisms received during the public comment period. All
of the comments summarized in this document were considered prior to EPA's
final decision.

II. BACKGROUND ON COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The EPA has been responsible for conducting the community relations
program for the site. Assistance was provided by IDEM throughout the
process.

A community relations plan was submitted and approved by EPA in May, 1986.
While developing the community relations plan, residents of the Riverhaven
community expressed concern over the quality of their drinking water. The
Riverhaven community is located in close proximity to the site and their
drinking water is supplied by privately owned groundwater wells. In
response to this concern, EPA sampled a representative number of private
drinking water wells within the community. The sampling results did not
show contamination to be present.

Prior to initiating any field activities, EPA and IDEM distributed a
"kick-off" fact sheet and held a Remedial Investigation (RI) "kick-off"
meeting. The primary purpose of the fact sheet and meeting was to provide
the community with information on the Superfund program, the site's
history, and the. activities planned for the RI phase of the project.
During the RI thfe following activities were conducted to provide community
involvement in the RJ./FS process:

o Distribution of Fact Sheet No. 1 explaining the results of the
initial field investigations and the subsequent field
investigations necessary to characterize the site

o Distribution of Fact Sheet No. 2 explaining the results of the
subsequent field investigations and the FS phase of the project

o Conductance of a public availability session to answer questions
on the RI report
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o Placement of a newspaper ad announcing the availability of the
FS and Proposed Plan and the date of the public meeting

o Distribution of a Fact Sheet summarizing the FS and Proposed
Plan

o Conductance of a public meeting to present the FS and Proposed
Plan as well as receive public comment

Approximately 40 people attended the public meeting on the FS and Proposed
Plan. Several questions were asked at the meeting and the oral response
to each of these questions is provided in the official meeting transcript.
In addition, two formal comments were received during the meeting, both
from local interest groups. Five formal written comments were received
during the public comment period: three from area residents, one from a
potentially responsible party (PRP), and one from a group of PRPs.

III. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT COMMENTS RECEIVED DURING THE PUBLIC COMMENT
PERIOD AND EPA RESPONSES

The comments received during the public meeting and public comment period
are divided into the following sections: /

I
o Remedial Investigation
o Feasibility Study
o Preferred Alternative
o Regulatory Issues
o PRP Alternative Proposal

REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION

Comment #1:

The report, in purporting to pinpoint the site history, contaminant
sources, contaminant transport routes, exposure pathways and public health
endangerment, does not adequately investigate and report on all potential
responsible parties, including generators at the site nor does it
adequately address the historic use of the river front land upstream and
downstream of the site as a long-time widely used dumping ground.

Comment #2:

Although the repdrt mentions contiguous properties, including Dager Auto
Parts junkyajj ada Martin's Landfill, no data was gathered or analyzed to
characterize the contribution of these obviously contaminated properties
to contamination at or around the site nor was there an evaluation of the
historic aerial photographs of these historic sources of contamination.



Comment #3:

Although only limited off-site sampling ( upriver and upgradient ) was
done, it is significant to note that some "background" samples for lead,
antimony, and arsenic were higher than concentrations detected on site.
This data, even though not part of a comprehensive analysis of likely
of fs i te sources of contamination, supports previous comments about other
likely sources of contamination. More thorough off-si te and upriver,
upgradient investigation should be done to more completely define those
sources of contamination that might otherwise be attributed to the Fort
Wayne Reduction site.

EPA Response:

The response to these comments is divided into the following sections:

o Potentially Responsible Party (PRPs)--Investigation and
Identification

o Remedial Investigation (RI) Report—Area Around the Site

Potentially Responsible Party —Investigation and Identification

The primary objective of the RI was to gather and evaluate that data
necessary to:

o Define the nature and extent of site contamination sources and
the potential routes of contaminant release and migration

o Quantify the potential impact and risks to human health and the
environment from the presence of or release of contaminants from
the site

o Define remedial measures that reduce the risk or threat posed by
the presence of or release of contaminants from the site

o Support the Feasibility Study (FS)

The RI report merely summarizes the technical findings of the RI. The
investigation and identification of all PRPs is not a RI objective.
Therefore, this type of information is not required to be in the RI
report.

The investigationantf identification of PRPs is, however, very important
to the enforoeme'nt activities at a site. The Agency did perform an
investigation and identification of PRPs as a separate activity outside
the RI/FS. The investigation of PRPs was accomplished by gathering as much
information as possible on those parties linked to the site. This
information included but was not limited to: knowledge regarding use of
the site, knowledge on site operations, knowledge and documentation on the
types and chemical composition of wastes generated by a party both in the
past and the present, as well as information leading to the discovery of
additional PRPs. From the information avai lable, EPA identified the PRPs



for the site. The investigation and identification of PRPs is an ongoing
process, as new information becomes available EPA will continue to
identify PRPs for the site.

Remedial Investigation Report—Area Around the Site

As stated above, the RI had specific objectives, and the RI report merely
summarizes those findings. It was not the objective of the RI to perform
an investigation on "the historic use of river front land upstream and
downstream of the site as long-time widely used dumping ground." This type
of investigation would require development of an area-wide program.
Superfund cannot conduct "area-wide" investigations unless such area is on
the National Priorities List (NPL). For this particular area along the
Maumee River, only the Fort Wayne Reduction site is on the NPL.

Although elaborate investigations of the "area around the site" were not
included in the RI, the Agency did consider the historic use of the area
when developing the RI workplan. To ensure a proper evaluation of the RI
data and subsequent identification of risk directly associated with the
site, the collection of numerous background samples was planned and
executed during the RI.

Although the commentor makes specific reference to elevated levels of
lead, antimony and arsenic in upriver and off-site sediment and surface
soil samples, respectively, the following should be noted:

0 It is true that due to upstream sources, it is very
difficult to detemiine the site's contribution to sediment
contamination. EPA thus focused the remedial goals on
limiting the site's contribution to the river. (See Comment #9)

0 While it is true that off-site surface soil samples for
some locations show higher contaminant levels than those
on-site, the focus of the selected remedy is not on surface
soil contamination. EPA identified only a relatively small
area on-site where a direct contact with the surface soils
is a concern. This area is the wire disposal area where
no cover existed and wastes were exposed. The main concern
at the site is the groundwater contamination and buried drums
in the western portion of the site. Based on groundwater
quality in the off-site upgradient monitoring wells as
compared to groundwater quality in the monitoring wells
directly downgradient of this waste area, groundwater
contamination is clearly due to the on-site wastes.

Based on the conclusions reached by EPA regarding the commentor's points,
it is apparent that "background" conditions were taken into consideration
prior to reaching any conclusions regarding on-site and off-site
contamination.



Comment #4:

Excavation procedures used at test pit locations during the RI appear to
have caused release of contaminants to the site. Technical Memorandum 10
explains that if intact drums were punctured during excavation, released
materials were not removed. The pits were simply filled in with the
leaking drum caused by EPA's contractors and allowed to remain in the
ground.

EPA Response:

Test pit excavation ceased when a drum was encountered. The test pit was
then backfilled with the excavated soil. If test pit excavation
procedures resulted in a leak or a spill from a drum, the spill was dry-
packed with an application of absorbent material prior to backfilling the
test pit with soil. In addition, absorbent material was applied to any
previously leaking drum uncovered by the test pit investigation. The use
of absorbent material was recommended to EPA by Waste Management, Inc.
prior to work initiation.

Comment #5:
I

The RI gathered very little upgradient groundwater data. Due to the \
limited number of upgradient monitoring wells, it is not possible to
confidently assess contribution of likely upgradient contaminant sources
to groundwater contamination on site.

EPA Response:

While planning the RI, EPA utilized a contractor with years of both
practical and field experience in hydrogeological investigations. Prior to
initiating work, EPA performed a thorough review of all proposed
groundwater monitoring well locations as well as the number of groundwater
monitoring wells to be installed. In addition, a thorough review was
performed by IDEM. The Agency believes the number of upgradient
groundwater monitoring wells and the area! coverage provided by their
locations was sufficient to assess if any upgradient sources were
contributing to the groundwater contamination at the site.

The RI data also confirms EPA's conclusion that the number and location of
upgradient wells was sufficient. The RI indicates groundwater
contamination to be primarily downgradient of the former pit area. The
well located directly upgradient from the former pit area was not
contaminated. Subsequently, EPA's conclusion that groundwater
contaminati-wr is"~ due to the site rather than an upgradient source is not
unfounded. In addition, the test pit data indicating the presence of
drummed liquid wastes and contaminated soils upgradient from the
contaminated groundwater monitoring wells, further supports EPA's
conclusion.



Comment #6:

While mention is made of a planned Corp of Engineers flood control
project, no information is present on its impact on the site, nor is any
COE data reviewed. Since any dredging or alteration of the Maumee River
near the site would have potentially significant impact on the site,
information on the COE project must be considered before a Feasibility
Study Report can be made.

EPA Response:

During the Feasibility Study, the Army Corp of Engineers (COE) was
contacted regarding their future plans on the Maumee River. A copy of the
COE flood control feasibility study was obtained and reviewed. In
addition, EPA worked closely with the COE when evaluating the various
options for site remediation.

Comments #7:

No explanation is offered on the significance of laboratory analytical
results reflecting false positive results in field blanks and laboratory
blanks.

EPA Response:

Each Technical memorandum (RI Report - Vol. 2) presented a summary table
of any data obtained during a particular field investigation. The data may
have been notated with the following qualifiers:

o B indicating that the compound was present in the laboratory
method blank or in the trip field blank.

o J indicating an estimated value less than instrument detection
limit, or greater than instrument detection limit but less than
the contract required detection limit.

The use of these qualifiers indicates the significance of false positive
results (i.e. field and laboratory blank contamination) within a
particular data set.

FEASIBILITY STUDY

Comment #8:
*»-

Claims were made that sediment were untraceable because the river has been
regularly dredged, yet the river has never been dredged.

EPA Response:

The RI incorrectly stated that this reach of the Maumee River had been
dredged. The statement was based on observations made during the field
investigation. Piles of what appeared to be river dredgings were



noticable along the bank of the river. Subsequent conversation with the
COE confirmed that the river has not been dredged.

The conclusion that sediments were untraceable because the river was
regularly dredged was not made in either the RI or the FS reports. There
is no correlation between these two points. Sediments were not traceable
to the site due to a number of factors. These were discussed in detail in
Appendix G of the FS report.

Comment #9:

It was also indicated that the topographic relief varied, implying the
river was fast and sped sediments away, yet this area of the river is
probably the most sluggish and sediments would settle rapidly. Any
contaminated sediments downstream from Fort Wayne Reduction site are
candidates for removal.

EPA Response:

The Maumee River is a shallow, flat-bottomed, meandering river, typical of
the Midwest. In general, sediment load in the river consists of two
parts: bed load and suspended load. Bed load is supported by grain to
grain contact and suspended load is supported by the column of fluid. At
low flow rates, the suspended load more readily settles to the bottom to
become part of this bed load. During storm events, velocity increases and
sediments from the bed load are lifted and transported. Larger grained
soils may remain on the river bottom and slide over one another in the
direction of flow. Thus, sediment transport is variable.

Sediment sampling performed during the RI indicated little bed load
adjacent to the Fort Wayne Reduction site. Sediments were generally less
than 6 inches thick, and were absent in some locations (see Technical
Memorandum No. 12, RI Report). Most sediment samples collected were a
fine sand with some silt. Another sediment sampling study (Maumee River
Bed and Embayment Sampling, ATEC, January 1988) reported that river
sediments were either gravel or sand. These data suggest that bed load in
the Maumee River is mostly sand and gravel, and that net deposition of
fine-grained materials along the Fort Wayne Reduction site is not
occurring.

EPA believes sediment contamination in the Maumee River is not associated
with the Fort Wayne Reduction site alone. The data do not identify a
discernable impact directly associated with the releases from the site.

Comment #10:

It was stated the EPA couldn't use the Army Corps of Engineers sediment
study. Why not?

EPA Response:

The COE data were used in the FS and can be found in Appendix G. The data
were used for comparison purposes only. The differences in sampling



methodology and analytical methods as well as the seasonal variation of
the sampling events precluded combining these data sets.

Comment

Tests showed positive PCB contamination in the aforementioned area,
warranting the presently effective fish advisory extending from the Ohio
state line to Fort Wayne, Indiana. If this contamination is not coming
from the Fort Wayne Reduction site, then where is its source? And no
matter what the source, isn't the EPA responsible for pinpointing cleanup?

EPA Response:

Although PCB contamination was found to be intermittently present in the
Maumee River sediments near the Fort Wayne Reduction site, PCB
contamination was present in Maumee River sediments upstream from the site
at levels equal to or exceeding the levels near the site. This indicates
that PCB contamination in the Maumee River sediments is a result of
several different potential sources.

The Agency agrees that implementation of a comprehensive (area wide)
program to investigate contamination in the Maumee River sediments and the
various potential sources contributing to the problem is needed. However,
an area-wide program cannot be conducted under U.S. EPA's Superfund
remedial program. The Superfund program is limited to investigating those
sites on the National Priorities List (NPL), like the Fort Wayne Reduction
site. For this reason, the RI had to be limited to investigating and
identifying only those discernable impacts directly associated with the
releases from the Fort Wayne Reduction site.

Comment #12:

Two points were raised about the activities along the Maumee River and the
use of the water for drinking purposes by the surrounding communities.
The consumption of fish contaminated with PCBs which are known to
bioaccumulate and the inability of the normal filtration process for
drinking water to remove PCBs are leaving the communities at risk through
these identifiable pathways of exposure to the contaminants being
discharged from the Fort Wayne Reduction site.

EPA Response:

The current data^incflcates that the concentrations of PCBs in the river
are below dfffiki'ng water criteria at this time. In addition, the risk
assessment indicates that recreational use of the river, such as swimming
and fishing, would not pose a risk to human health. These conclusions are
however based on the estimated river concentrations (see RI Report Vol. 2
- Technical Memorandum #11) during mean and low river flow conditions.

The presence of PCBs in the sediments can serve as a contaminant source
especially to aquatic organisms. Sediments contaminated with PCBs were
present upstream as well as near the site. The PCB levels upstream from
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the site were equal to or exceeding the PCB levels near the site. This
indicates that PCB contamination in the Maumee River sediments is a result
of several different sources and not just the Fort Wayne Reduction site.
Although EPA can implement a site cleanup that prevents the Fort Wayne
Reduction site from contributing contaminants into the river at
unacceptable levels, EPA's Superfund program can not address the other
potential sources until they are included on the NPL. It should be noted
however, that even if EPA could address all of the potential sources, the
fish and other aquatic organisms can not be "remediated". Therefore, EPA
encourages people to observe any fish advisory in effect.

Comment #13:

A request was made to reevaluate the river sediments and take action to
remove the contaminated sediments from the Maumee River.

EPA Response:

An evaluation of the Maumee River sediments was presented in Appendix G of
the FS. The commentor is referred to this appendix for detailed
information of the Agency's evaluation and conclusions. The Agency
believes the evaluation was performed properly and a revaluation of the
Maumee River sediments is not warranted. As a result the conclusions
drawn by the Agency remain valid and Maumee River sediment removal will
not be included as part of the remedial action.

Comment #14:

A request was made to consider using soil from a source along the river
that is currently being excavated as a part of the Maumee River Basin
Commission activity for use in the soil cover.

EPA Response:

Grain size distribution curves for soil samples received from the Maumee
River and the north embankment were reviewed (re. Embankment Sampling,
ATEC project number 21-75039, January 1988) . Samples were taken at cross
sections corresponding to river mile (RM) 131.0, 132.0, 132.74, 133.7 and
134.95. The Fort Wayne Reduction site is on the south river bank at river
mile 132.7. All samples obtained from the river were either sand or
gravel.These materials would not be suitable for the soil cover. Three
soil samples obtained from the north river bank (at RM 132.74, 132.0, and
131.0) are classified as ML (low plasticity silt). These samples were
collected from 1 to 2 feet below ground surface, and were described in the
soil report as coatatning "large amounts" of organic material. Although
the ML soil ̂ y suitable for the soil cover, it should be free of organic
material. Since the samples were obtained near the ground surface, the
organic material was probably roots from surface vegetation. Deeper
samples would need to be collected and analyzed to confirm the depth of
the silt deposit and determine whether the organic material is associated
with surface vegetation. If this is the case, surface could be stripped
and the underlying soil stockpiled as a potential cover material source
for the Fort Wayne Reduction site.



Comment #15:

Several comments were received that addressed the issue of a complete
cleanup. The concern centered around the regular flooding of the Maumee
River and spreading contaminants during a flood event.

EPA Response:

The purpose of the Feasibility Study is to weigh and balance the reduction
of risk and the costs of the various cleanup technologies. Often a
complete cleanup requires the removal of the landfill to another location.
During the initial FS screening, it was determined that undertaking this
type of an action at the Fort Wayne Reduction site would be excessively
high in cost. There currently is a lack of capacity in RCRA landfills to
handle this volume and there is a risk associated with transporting the
contaminated soil over public roads. For these reasons, none of the
alternatives developed for the Fort Wayne Reduction site would result in
complete cleanup. The alternatives were developed to achieve a reduction
in risk. We have chosen Alternative 4C because it provides adequate
reduction in risk at an acceptable cost.

The design criteria for the soil cover will specify flood protection as a
major component. EPA believes adequate sloping and revegetation of the
landfill will protect against wash out of the contaminants during a
flooding event and reduce the risk of contaminants spreading downstream.

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Comment #16:

It is understandable that 4C would be recommended by EPA because it will
take care of the major portion of the hazardous waste. The problem with
that alternative is that not only is toxic ash from the incineration going
to be placed in the ground, but the soil which is contaminated will stay
there also. I recommend that alternative 5C be selected so that the site
will be more thoroughly cleaned up.

EPA Response:

The incineration of the drummed liquids could take place off-site. If
this were the case, the ash would not be returned to the site. The
contaminated soil would be returned to the excavation and a soil cover
installed. If incineration occurs on-site the buried ash would be covered
by a RCRA type cap providing maximum protection from infiltration and
providing f<JTTed~uced mobility of the inorganics in the ash.

In either situation, the collection trench will ensure protection of the
river should any contaminants migrate to the groundwater and move towards
the river. The soil cover or RCRA type cap will prevent any direct contact
with the contaminated soils or incinerator ash.
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Selection of alternative 5C does provide a greater degree of cleanup but
at a substantially greater cost than alternative 4C. For this additional
cost there is not a proportionally greater reduction in risk to the
environment. Although a complete reduction of the organic compounds in
the soils would be accomplished through incineration, the potentially
toxic ash would be buried on site and still require the collection of
groundwater for an undetermined length of time.

If the ash was transported off-site to a RCRA facility, the management and
potential problems associated with the ash is merely being moved to
another location. In addition, transportation of the ash to a RCRA
facility would make the cost of Alternative 5C even higher. As Alternative
5C provides for the incineration of drums, soil and wastes only from the
western portion of the site, all wastes in the eastern portion of the site
would remain in-place. With these wastes remaining in-place, a long-term
management program would still be necessary at the site even if the ash
was transported to an off-site RCRA facility. For these reasons, a
decision was made during the FS that Alternative 5C is best configured
with the ash remaining on-site.

Comment #17:

I feel alternative 58 should be considered. I also feel the estimated
total cost for alternative 5B is an inflated figure. I believe 5B should
be studied more closely and the cost estimate adjusted down to a more
realistic figure. I also believe the estimated time to complete 5B should
be revised downward.

EPA Response:

The cost estimate for figure 5B, like all the other alternatives, is an
order of magnitude estimate. This means the cost estimate can vary from
+50% to -30% in accuracy. This type of cost estimate is typical for a
Feasibility Study. It is assumed that when you refer to this estimate as
being inflated you are comparing this to a normal construction of a
collection trench and slurry wall and standard excavation practices. Some
components contributing to the higher cost estimate for Alternative 5B are
the health and safety considerations for working in contaminated soil, the
uncertainty associated with the number of buried drums and the scheduling
of excavation and incineration around flood prone months. When working in
contaminated soils, the workers must be protected. Based on the field
investigation data, we estimated that a good portion of the work will be
done under leveKB and C protection. The uncertainty associated with the
number of bujMecfdrums and the extent of soil contamination is a result of
estimating these quantities from the test pit data collected during the
field investigations. Therefore, a conservative estimate was made on the
number of buried drums in order to develop the cost estimate.

The length of time required to complete 5B is based on several factors.
In the design process we have allowed for adequate review time by other
government agencies, in particular the Army Corp of Engineers. Another
impact on the schedule is the timing of the excavation and the
incineration. The excavation would proceed faster than the incineration
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so several mobilizations and demobilizations would be required during the
remedial action. The schedule also accounts for the potential slow down
of work during the flood prone months.

Selection of Alternative 5B would have provided a greater degree of
cleanup but at a substantially greater cost than Alternative 4C. For this
additional cost Alternative 5B does not provide for a proportionally
greater reduction in risk to the environment. Although a complete
reduction of the organic compounds in the soils would be accomplished
through incineration, the potentially toxic ash would be buried on-site
and still require the collection of groundwater for an undetermined length
of time.

Potentially Responsible Party (PRP) Alternative Proposal

Comment #18:

The first pathway of exposure as indicated by the risk assessment is
direct contact from the waste materials. Direct contact with the waste or
leachate would be limited because of the odor and bad taste of the waste
and leachate and could be prevented by a fence and soil cover.

EPA Response:

A soil cover will prevent direct contact with the waste but will not
prevent direct contact with the "leachate". As a point of clarification
the leachate is actually groundwater discharging or seeping out at the
surface rather than landfill leachate. The taste and odor of the
groundwater seeps would not necessarily discourage a one-time exposure,
while the exposed soil in the wire disposal area would not necessarily
have a taste or odor. Fencing the site would not eliminate groundwater
seep contact unless the fence extends into the river. This is not being
considered as it is impractical.

Comment #19:

The second pathway of exposure as indicated in the risk assessment is
groundwater migration to the river. EPA's own findings state that current
releases are "order of magnitude lower than levels required to pose a risk
to human health through incidental ingestion or ingestion of fish".

EPA Response

The quote r<j£e,rs.rto statements made on page 5-6 of the RI and B-23 of the
appendix. We were specifically addressing the potential human exposure to
contaminants in the river, from fish ingestion and swimming in these
sections of the report. We were not addressing at this point the potential
aquatic impacts from the site. The quotation is misleading when taken out
of context.
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Comment #20:

It appears from the text of the RI/FS reports that the ground water
collection and barrier system is required because of perceived present and
future risk of increased discharge to the river from leaking drums of
liquid waste. Once the EPA decided to remove these drums from the site,
then certainly this perceived risk of additional groundwater discharge is
likewise removed; however this risk reduction does not appear to be fully
considered in the FS selection process. Removing the drums containing
liquid waste removes the risk of future increased discharge and thus
removes the primary basis upon which the Alternative 2 groundwater
collection system is based.

EPA Response:

The risk assessment indicates the existing groundwater and groundwater
seep contaminant levels in relation to their impacts on aquatic life are a
concern. The presence of the drums and contaminated soil may represent a
source of loading in the future, possibly at levels greater than currently
detected. Removing the drums containing liquid waste does not remove the
risk of an increased discharge of contaminated groundwater into the river.
The drum removal will reduce this risk but not eliminate it. A risk may
still be present from contaminated soil reconsolidated on-site after
excavating and removing the drums. These soils may leach contaminants to
the groundwater. Although the reconsolidated soils may leach contaminants
to the groundwater, the only other options for these soils is treatment or
transportation to a off-site RCRA facility. Transportation to a RCRA
facility would only transfer the problem to another location. Treatment
could be provided; however, due to the types of contaminants present ,
incineration is the most viable treatment option. Incineration of the
soils was included in Alternative 5. A discussion of why Alternative 5 was
not selected can be found in EPA's response to comments #16 and #17. As a
result, the groundwater collection system is required to prevent any
groundwater from discharging into the river.

Comment #21:

The only remaining question relates to preventing any future migration of
the site groundwater to the river. The mixing zone was expressed as an
area of concern. We agree that to calculate the size of this zone is
impractical; however to test for it (through sampling and analysis) is
not. The EPA collected river water samples adjacent to the river banks
which showed no contamination. Considering the minimal groundwater
discharge to thew'iver, no significant mixing zone would be expected. It
is clear frtJRTtKe EPA study that current and future discharges will pose
no health or significant environmental impact to the river.

EPA Response:

It cannot be concluded that current and future discharges will pose no
health threat or significant environmental impact to the river based on
the information presented by the commentor. The levels of contaminants in
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the groundwater and groundwater seeps suggest an adverse aquatic impacts
exists even though the area of impact may not be a large area.

As a point of clarification the EPA did not collect river water samples at
any time during the RI. Adverse acute impacts in the river were assessed
on the quality of groundwater and groundwater seeps at the point of
discharge into the river. Adverse chronic impacts in the river were
assessed on the estimated river concentrations outside a mixing zone
during mean and low river flow conditions. Estimated river concentrations
were calculated from the quality of groundwater and groundwater seeps
discharging into the river. The commentor can find a detailed explanation
of the methodology used in the RI Report Vol. 2 - Technical Memorandum
#11.

Comment #22:

The contamination levels in the groundwater and any impact to the river
will be closely monitored by the post-construction monitoring program.
The completeness of all aspects of this remedial construction will be
periodically reassessed as part of the monitoring program. Thus, the
mechanism is already in place to check for and address "threats of
release". Should unacceptable discharges occur in the future, which is
very unlikely once the majority of the drums are removed, then specific
groundwater collection and treatment system can be designed.

EPA Response:

The purpose of the groundwater collection system is to prevent the
discharge of contaminated groundwater into the Maumee .River. The
groundwater contaminant levels measured during the RI were exceeding the
acute water quality standards for the protection of aquatic organisms at
the point of discharge into the Maumee River. Removal of the drums from
the site will not change this fact. Therefore the groundwater collection
system is necessary to prevent the release of contaminants at unacceptable
levels into the river.

Comments #23:

We believe more credit should be given to the existing clay cap on the
eastern portion of the site, thus reducing the amount of additional fill
required.

EPA Response:

The soil cofer as described in the FS for the eastern portion of the site
meets the State of Indiana regulations for Subtitle D closure of a solid
waste disposal site. The approach taken in the feasibility study
(i.e. 18" of soil and 6" of topsoil) was conservative for cost-estimating
purposes. After the site is regraded, two requirements need to be met:

o The cover must be 2-feet thick
o The soil must meet specified classifications
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It must be adequately demonstrated that these requirements are met after
regrading the site, or additional cover material will be required to meet
the regulations.

Comment #24:

A total 2- to 3-foot thick top cover has been a standard top cover for
sanitary landfil ls in Indiana, a 2-foot thick clay cap, topped by 6-inches
of topsoil is currently required by Indiana Solid Waste regulations. Due
to the lack of health or environmental impact from this portion of the
site, we see no need to depart from this standard. In Attachment B, our
evaluation of water balance calculations contained in technical Memorandum
No. 7 shows that there is very little if any infiltration reduction to be
gained by increasing the top cover thickness. Further, the slopes are
relatively gentle and additional erosion protection will be installed
along the side slopes. Thus, the expected soil loss due to erosion is
minimal .

EPA Response:

The main reason for selecting a soil cover for the eastern portion of the
site was to prevent direct contact with and washout of the buried waste.
In addition, surface infiltration will be reduced and compliance with the
State Subtitle D - solid waste landfill closure requirements will be
achieved.

The erosion control plan for the site is a maximum 1 (vertical) to
3 (horizontal) slope and a polypropylene mesh stapled into the embankment
to hold soil in place until vegetation is established. At present, the
slopes adjacent to the municipal landfill are 1 (vertical) to
5 (horizontal) or less, which meets the grading requirement. The slopes
are poorly vegetated in some areas and erosion gullies were observed
during the RI . The erosion control plan will eliminate such erosion
gullies, and continued site inspection and maintenance will assure erosion
does not occur in the future.

Comment

Based upon our review of the RI/FS, we did not find any other direct
calculation or specific reasoning to justify a thicker cover. We
therefore recommend that once the site is regraded that the existing
thickness of the ̂ top cover be confirmed on a grid pattern and additional
fill be adde^Las-^"heeded to achieve a total 3- foot thickness, which is
6 inches more than required to account for thickness variations between
probe checks.

EPA Response:

During the remedial investigation field work, the cover was probed on a
grid (100 ft X 100 ft). The cover thickness ranged from 4 to 24 inches
with an average thickness of 17 inches based on 36 samples. We did not
specify that a new cover was required for the eastern portion of the site,
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but only that the final cover meet Indiana Subtitle D closure requirements
for a solid waste landfill. Therefore, EPA considers the commentor's
proposal to be a technically acceptable approach to completing the final
cover on the eastern portion of the site.

Comment #26:

Exploring for buried drums is a very difficult process, involving
balancing the need for accurate information versus minimizing site
disruption during the exploration phase, when equipment resources are
limited. The amount of information gained at this site will make it
difficult to obtain an accurate construction bid to perform the drum
excavation and handling work. It will be difficult to establish a drum
handling protocol, particularly a demarcation between crushed drums which
stay in place, and intact drums, containing liquid waste, which must be
removed for off-site treatment or incineration. This additional
information is important as drum excavation and disposal represents a
large percentage of the estimated cost to complete the project.

We believe a more selective approach should be taken with a respect to
drum excavation, realizing that isolated drums will not have a significant
impact on the river water. This selective approach would concentrate on
exploring for substantial "pockets" of drummed liquid waste, and not
performing extensive excavations looking for a few isolated drums.

A physical probing program should be developed during the design phase.
Based on the site conditions it is likely this probing could extend at
least four feet into the waste materials. Excavation across the site
could proceed in four foot lifts with the probing proceeding backhoe
excavation. Once the bottom 4-foot lift was reached, further vertical
excavation would proceed only if metallic contact was made. This probing
would reduce the chance for drum rupture by the backhoe and reduce the
extent of required excavation.

EPA Response:

The areas delineated as containing drums and the estimated number of drums
present was based on the test pit data. The procedure used to estimate
the numbers of drums on-site involved extrapolating information from
several pits over an entire area (see Appendix B of the FS Report). It is
likely that some areas have concentrated numbers of drums (e.g. the barrel
pit area), and a probing program may be useful in identifying these areas.
However, physical- probing is not a viable method for this site. This is
due to the £cd lowing factors:

The need for very close probing spacings to ensure drums
would not be missed.

The inability of physical probing to differentiate between
concrete and drums. This particular site has construction rubble
and debris scattered throughout the excavation area.
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It might be possible to use a vertical gradient magnetometer survey at
close grid spacing (i.e. 10 feet) to identify areas of buried metal.
These areas would be excavated and drums removed; metal would also be
removed. Another magnetometer survey would be conducted and areas showing
anomalies would be excavated. This iterative process would occur until it
was demonstrated that no magnetic anomalies exist within the excavation
area.

Comment #27:

The EPA's findings indicate there is not current health or environmental
harm resulting from the ground water discharge. We believe that the
threat of any such future harm will be removed when the drums are removed.
Further, the EPA has found that Area A is providing the majority of the
contaminant loading to the river, even though it is insignificant
(Technical Memo No. 11, Table 6A, and Figure 3). Therefore, it is our
opinion that drum removal, soil cover, and fencing satisfy the remediation
criteria (ARAR) and no further ground-water collection and treatment is
warranted at this time. In fact, construction of EPA's proposed
collection and barrier trenches will adversely impact the site physically
will delay construction, and will reduce future options at this site.

EPA Response:

The RI findings indicate there is a threat to the environment from
contaminated groundwater discharging into the river. Removing the drums
from the site may reduce this risk but does not eliminate the potential
risk associated with the contaminated soil replaced after excavation.
Therefore, collection of the contaminated groundwater will be necessary to
ensure protection of the river. Groundwater collection would have to
continue until it was demonstrated that a "natural" groundwater discharge
would be protective of the river.

Construction of the collection trench and barrier wall will not adversely
impact the site. As a part of the remedial action, the area will be
revegetated and the slopes stabilized for flood protection. This action,
although adding to the length of time for construction, is required to be
protective of the environment, and in no way reduces future options at the
si te.

Comment #28:
»*-

In order to~e"VaTuate the effect of contaminant loading reductions which
would result from drum removal, a site-specific contaminant transport
model was used. Results of our modeling effort show that once contaminant
loading is reduced or eliminated, contaminant concentrations in the
aquifer will attenuate fairly quickly rather than become worse with time.
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EPA Response:

The conclusion of the commentor's contaminant transport model is that
"once contaminant loading is reduced or eliminated, contaminant
concentrations in the aquifer will attenuate fairly quickly." This
conclusion is questionable for the following reasons:

1. Alternative (4C) does not eliminate the entire contaminant source by
drum excavation and removal. Drum excavation eliminates drum rupture
(assuming that all drums are found), reducing further soil and
groundwater contamination. Contaminated soil is still redeposited
on-site and will remain a potential source.

2. The use of the model is questionable due to both the lack of
explanation given for some chosen assumptions and the
inappropriateness of some assumptions used in running the model. The
specific problems and questions with the use of the model are as
fol lows:

o The use of a constant aquifer thickness of seven feet may not be
appropriate. The aquifer material and the saturated thickness
varies from approximately 5 feet to 10 feet on the northern
boundary of the western portion of the site (See Figure 2,
Technical Memorandum 7). Both groundwater discharge and
contaminant loading calculations presented in the remedial
investigation report (Technical Memoranda 7 and 11) allowed for
these variations by choosing individual saturated thicknesses
for each flow tube.

o The use of a 1.6 percent south to north slope chosen for both
the groundwater surface and the confining layer surface is not
explained.

o Attachment C, paragraph 2, states that chloride and TCE were
modeled "using randomly distributed concentrations of each
constituent across the site immediately following the removal of
the contaminant source." Once again, contaminated soil is not
removed under implementation of alternative 4C. The modeler
does not state the basis for assuming that the "randomly
distributed concentrations" are representative of concentrations
left in the soil after drum removal.

Attachment C did not provide an explanation or basis for how the
model assumptions were arrived at:

"Number of particles"

Retardation coefficient calculations are not included. The
organic carbon content and bulk density of the materials
from which the retardation coefficients were calculated are
not included. A Re of 2.0 for TCE is too small for the
flood plain soils of the surficial aquifer at Fort Wayne.
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A larger retardation coefficient for TCE will cause an even
longer attenuation than 100 years.

Initial average areal concentration for chloride and TCE
dispersivity: Current modeling techniques almost
universally make transverse dispersivity 1/20 of
longitudinal dispersivity. A transverse dispersivity of
17 is too large compared to the longitudinal dispersivity
given of 37 feet. A smaller transverse dispersivity will
increase attenuation time greatly. The source or
explanation for both of these numbers is not given.

"Uniformly random but average value" for initial vertically
mixed concentrations" for chloride and TCE.

Linear equilibrium isotherm adsorption for TCE.

Comment #29:

We recognize and appreciate the goal of achieving a "walk away"
remediation. Because of the proposed soil cover and drum removal
operation, we believe that this goal will be achieved at this site,
without the need for ground water collection and barrier system. At
worst, should subsequent monitoring show that these ground water systems
are required, they could then be installed, resulting in a phased
approach. This phased approach of addressing ground water after
contaminant source removal has been standard operating procedure on CERCLA
sites, such as Conservation Chemical of Illinois, CAM-OR, and Seymour, to
name a few local examples.

EPA Response:

The soil cover and drum removal will not be protective of the environment
without the groundwater-collection system. If after an interim period of
collection and treatment groundwater meets discharge criteria then a
monitoring of the collected groundwater would be acceptable.

The phased approach implemented at the Seymour site resulted from a need
to perform an emergency removal action to eliminate the direct contact
threat at the site. The soil was removed over 75 percent of the site to
1 foot depth. Fifty-five thousand drums and 1,000 bulk tanks were also
removed. The extraction wells were installed to clean up and control
groundwater until further action could be taken.

Obviously, fhe objective of this phased approach was to address the more
serious risks posed by the site while an investigation of the long-term
risks was conducted. The RI at the Fort Wayne Reduction site identified
all of the risks associated with the site based on the information
available. The FS subsequently identified the ways in which those risks
could be addressed. The selected Alternative 4C contains only those
components necessary to comply with SARA and ensure protection of human
health and the environment. Implementing anything less than Alternative 4C
would compromise the protection Alternative 4C provides to human health
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and the environment. For these reasons, EPA believes a phased approach of
the remedy is not appropriate for this site.

Comment #30:

Although not required by the risk assessment and the ARAR's presented in
the FS report, we do believe it would be advisable during excavation and
drum removal in Area A to construct a sump(s) and pump off the more
contaminated ground water. This will significantly hasten the attenuation
process. We estimate about 50,000 gallons can be effectively withdrawn
during the construction process. Further ground water collection is not
warranted at this time.

EPA Response:

Alternative 4C does not call for any excavation below the water table and
groundwater extraction should not be necessary. It has not been
demonstrated that a 50,000 gallon groundwater extraction well will clean
up all contaminated groundwater at the site, or how the one time
extraction of groundwater in the excavated region will clean up the future
releases by replaced contaminated soil.

Comment #31:

In order to construct a slurry wall and interceptor trench along the
northern boundary of the site, along the flood plain, it will be necessary
to construct a level berm, at least twenty feet wide to facilitate
construction. The slurry wall construction procedure recommended in the
FS includes bulldozer mixing of the slurry. This requires a minimum
horizontal berm width, alongside the trench, of 25 feet, and preferably
50 feet. This will require either substantial filling of the flood plain
and/or removal of the trees along the river bank. Also, this will impact
the existing wetlands as shown in Attachment D. Removal of those trees
would significantly reduce the capacity of the site to withstand flooding
and would promote erosion of the site. Note that during the 1982 flood,
almost the entire site was underwater.

The slurry trench and interceptor trenches must extend through waste. The
observed character of waste at this site can make excavation very
difficult and the variable porosity and pore size may make it impossible
to develop the required filter cake for slurry wall construction. In
addition, constructing the slurry wall would preclude recharge from the
river. This recharge from the river has the beneficial effect of
"flushing" £tie sfiils between the trench and the river.

EPA Response:

In the feasibility study, it was assumed that a 30 foot wide, level
alignment would be necessary for slurry wall construction. Some cut and
fill construction will be needed to prepare the site, especially just
north of the former barrel pit area. However, the overlap quantities for
regrading are not estimated to be "substantial" (1100 cy estimated).
Trees will be removed and tree roots grubbed to allow the trench to be
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installed. Impacts to the wetlands will be minimized using erosion
controls and scheduling construction at low flood frequency time periods
(see "Flood Control and Wetlands," Chapter 4 of FS Report). Trees will be
removed only along the slurry wall path, not between the slurry wall and
the river. The remaining trees will provide erosion stability along the
river bank. Following construction (estimated to take 2 to 4 months), the
area will be immediately revegetated and stabilized with polypropylene
matting. Construction could be staged so that all work in a given area is
completed and the area reseeded before progressive grading and trenching.

Neither the slurry trench or groundwater collection trench will be placed
through areas of waste.

The primary purpose of the slurry wall is to prevent recharge from the
river and any dilution effect river recharge may have on the collected
groundwater, as dilution is not considered an acceptable form of
treatment.

Comments #32:

The proposed interceptor trench construction procedure utilizing a
biodegradable slurry is very new technology. Insufficient data is
presented to judge its feasibility, particularly since it will extend
through waste. A significant concern is that obstructions in the waste
will likely be encountered such as drum, timber, and rubble which were
prevalent in the test pit excavations. Slurry trenching procedures cannot
effectively penetrate such obstructions and typical standard open hole
excavation techniques must be utilized to remove the obstructions.
Considering an average depth of excavation of 15 to 20 feet and 1:1 side
slopes for OSHA trench safety considerations, the top width of such an
excavation would be at least 30 feet wide. Considering the steep slopes
and wooded vegetation along the trench alignments, such an excavation
would be very difficult and disruptive.

EPA Response;

Use of a biodegradable slurry trench was proposed for installing the
groundwater collection trenches because no dewatering or shoring costs are
incurred and personnel do not have to enter the trench. This method was
used successfully in California to contain a diesel fuel spill; the
collection trench was placed to a depth of 50 feet. Additional testing is
needed at this site during the Remedial Design phase to ensure
compatibility between the slurry and the waste stream. If an adequate
slurry cannot beHesigned, then a more conventional type of construction
(e.g. shoriflSfor trench box) would be needed.

Comment #33:

If ground water purging were necessary we would agree that either an
interceptor trench or well points would be the design of choice. However,
either system would provide a sufficient cutoff and a barrier wall would
not be necessary. Our calculations, presented in Attachment B, indicate a
radius of influence of about 50 feet for the trench and this the amount of
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recharge from the river could be reduced as desired, by moving the wall
away from the river.

Considering site-specific constraints on trench construction, we believe
well points are more appropriate at this site. Such wells can be located
to pump from specific areas and can be located far enough from the river
to reduce its recharge impact. In fact, by suitable well location,
recharge from the river may be encouraged for its beneficial "flushing"
impact.

The hydrogeologic conditions are conducive to well point construction
since the upper soils are permeable and the ground water level is less
than 25 feet deep. It is true, as the EPA states, that the amount of
water pumped will be limited by the saturated thickness of the aquifer.
However, the saturated thickness at this site is well within standard
operating well point range. Calculations presented in Attachment B
indicate an expected pumping rate of 0.008 gpm per lineal foot of pumping
which is very similar to the proposed trench. Well point construction is
far less disruptive than the proposed interceptor trench construction. It
will not require filling the flood plain, destruction of the wooded bank
and wetlands, and will allow pumping not only along the bank, but also
from suspected centers of contamination.

While we do not believe such a ground water pump and treat program is
necessary, the trench and well point options remain viable should future
conditions warrant.

EPA Response:

The comment states that a 50 feet radius of influence was calculated for
the collection trench and the amount of recharge from the river could be
reduced, as desired, by moving the wall away from the river and that a
barrier wall would not be necessary. Although the commentor's statement is
generally true, the statement does not take into account several site
specific conditions; such as the minimum amount of room in which to move
the trench away from the river in the vicinity north of monitoring
well CH04; or the probable existence of higher permeability "sand
stringers" next to the river acting as preferred pathways for increased
river recharge into the trench.

Although the use of well points may be feasible (if appropriately field
demonstrated) for use at the site, the use of well points was not
considered in calculations and cost estimates in the Feasibility Study for
the groundw4ter Collection system for the following reasons:

1. A maximum individual well point yield ranging from 0.04 to 0.34 gpm
was calculated assuming a saturated aquifer thickness of 10 feet,
100 percent efficiency which means a drawdown at the well of
6.7 feet, a range of hydraulic conductivity of 1 X 10 -3 to 1 X 10 -
4 cm/sec, and an effective well point radius of 0.5 feet. It was
also assumed that steady-state conditions were reached after 1 year
of pumping. The amount yielded by an individual well is very small
given the above-named assumptions. Of these assumptions, site
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specific conditions may yield an even smaller pumped volume per
minute from each individual well point:

o Saturated thickness, at the time of the investigation, varies
from about 5 to 10 feet. Seasonal variations may decrease
saturated thickness, and therefore well yield, to an even lower
value. Eventually the aquifer may "dry up" during some
seasonally low recharge periods. Operation and maintenance is
high for a system that is periodically "sucking air." As a
result increased operation and maintenance costs and performance
problems may be encountered.

o The radius of influence cannot be accurately calculated for such
a dynamic system. Because contaminant source material remains,
capture of all contaminated groundwater before it reaches the
river must be assured.

For these reasons, it was determined that a collection trench would be a
more "robust" or certain and dependable method of intercepting and
collecting all contaminated groundwater that is being generated at the
Fort Wayne site.

Comment #34:

A significant advantage of proceeding with initial construction, without
the ground water collection and barrier systems, is that only minimal
construction will then be required within the flood plain. This will
reduce, and possible eliminate, the very time consuming Corp of Engineer
permitting process.

The Corps of Engineers permit process will require review of final design
drawings, will likely involve their input into design modifications,
resulting in redesign. This could easily delay the project by twelve
months or more.

EPA Response:

As previously stated, the RI findings indicate that a release of
contaminated groundwater above the ARAR (acute water quality standards for
the protection of aquatic life) is occurring. Therefore the collection of
groundwater on the western portion of the site is necessary to mitigate
the release. The optimum location for the groundwater collection system
is downgradient qf the waste area and subsequently construction within the
floodplain canno* be avoided. As construction within the floodplain is
considered {fart of the on-site remedial action for this site,
Section 121(e)(l) of SARA would apply. This provision specifically states
that: "No Federal, State or local permit shall be required for the
portion of any removal or remedial action conducted entirely on-site,
where such remedial action is selected and carried out in compliance with
this section."

Although obtaining a permit would not be required, compliance with the
substantive portions of a "permit" is required. Therefore, consultation
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with those Federal and State agencies responsible for reviewing plans
involving construction within a floodplain is also unavoidable.

Comment #35:

It is important to note that the residual ground water migration to the
river will be naturally air stripped once it enters the river. This will
remove the volatile organics as demonstrated by the EPA river sediment
sampling which show little or no volatile contamination from past seepage.
Thus, with respect to the volatile organics, the natural flow regime
accomplishes the same purpose as the collection and treatment system.

EPA Response:

The "natural flow regime" is considered a form of dilution. Although State
water quality standards allow for use of a mixing zone when assessing
chronic impacts of a discharge, thus some dilution is considered
acceptable, they do not allow use of a mixing zone when assessing acute
impacts. Even though river quality is not projected to exceed the chronic
water quality standards outside the mixing zone, the groundwater and
groundwater seeps entering the mixing zone are exceeding the acute water
quality standards for the protection of aquatic organisms. Therefore,
groundwater collection is necessary to mitigate this problem.

REGULATORY ISSUES

Comment #36:

I would like a copy of how much money the EPA collects from the owners of
the landfill and generators of the waste. If the owners of the property
do not have to pay for the cleanup then they should be denied permits to
operate and expand landfills and dumps.

EPA Response:

EPA is currently negotiating with the PRPs on the costs incurred as a
result of past response activities at the site (e.g. RI/FS) and
performance of the site cleanup. As negotiations are not finished, a copy
of how much money EPA collects from the PRPs is unavailable at this time.
When negotiations are completed, EPA will either have a settlement with
the PRPs, will issue an order compelling cleanup, or will proceed with the
cleanup using Superfund dollars. If a settlement is reached with the PRPs,
EPA and one or more of the PRPs will sign a consent decree. The consent
decree will define the terms of the settlement (e.g. How much money EPA
will collect on jast-costs? Will the PRPs perform and pay for the site
cleanup?), tewr-to filing the consent decree in court, EPA will provide
an opportunity for public comment on the consent decree. At this time, no
information would be available on the amount of money EPA collects from
the PRPs. If EPA had to perform the site cleanup with Superfund dollars,
EPA could pursue a cost recovery action in court against the PRPs. The
outcome of the cost recovery action would determine the amount of money
EPA would collect from the PRPs.
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As pointed out above, EPA is currently negotiating with the PRPs to
perform the cleanup at the site. EPA may or may not reach a settlement
with the PRPs. EPA does not currently possess the legal authority to deny
any of the PRPs a permit to operate and/or expand another landfill based
on their willingness to perform the site cleanup.

Comment #37:

Due to economics, a partial cleanup will allow the "cleanup" of additional
sites, but then the Fort Wayne Reduction site will continue to contaminate
the environment. It seems reasonable to expect that once a superfund site
is cleaned up (even if partially), it will be a long time before the EPA
will consider this site for a subsequent cleanup.

EPA Response:

Although E P A ' s preferred alternative will leave contaminated materials at
the site, implementation of the various components in EPA 's preferred
alternative will reduce contaminant exposure to levels protective of human
health and the environment. As a result, EPA's preferred alternative
achieves the level of protection intended for a final cleanup. To ensure
EPA 's preferred alternative remains protective of human health and the
environment, EPA is committed to meeting the following requirements of
SARA Section 121 ( b ) ( 2 ) ( c ) :

o The Agency shall review the remedial action no less often than
each 5 years after the initiation of the remedial action to
assure that human health and the environment are being protected
by the remedial action being implemented.

o In addition if upon review, it is the judgment of the Agency
that further action is appropriate, the Agency shall take or
require such action.

Comment #38:

It is our understanding that the owners of the landfill are responsible
for the cleanup. If this is not the case please let us know. If they are
indeed responsible, we feel that no permits should be given for them to
continue operation at any site they own until this one is cleaned up
completely.

EPA Response:

As specified by Section 107 (a) of CERCLA, not only owners but also
operators, generators and transporters can be held liable for the cleanup
costs at a site.

As stated previously, EPA is currently negotiating with the PRPs to
perform the cleanup at the site. EPA may or may not reach a settlement
with the PRPs. EPA does not currently possess the legal authority to deny
any of the PRPs a permit to operate and/or expand another landfill based
on their willingness to perform the site cleanup.
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